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I had a girlfriend freshman year.
Yes, the “Kinsey 6” Jeremy Gottlieb
had a girlfriend freshman year. Sure, the
relationship lasted all of about 2 weeks and
consisted of going to Homecoming together
and holding hands, but yes, Jeremy Gottlieb
had a girlfriend freshman year.
As I was broken up with mid-fall,
I confirmed my sexuality. There was no
way I was into this girl more than being
a friend, and I knew it was time to come
out. However, I came out slowly. I was
ridden with fear that I would be ridiculed
and rejected. Eventually, I found solace in
a couple of friends, though, texting them
probably wasn’t the best way to come out.
continued on page 36

Final Note from the Editor

As a final editor’s note, I would like to say
thank you to everyone who helped with any of the
Sword & Shield issues this past year. Also, thanks to
those who enjoyed reading what we wanted to share
with JMM.
Summer is creeping up and it’s finally time to
take our minds of school and focus on having fun! This
issue is mostly dedicated to the soon-to-be-graduated
Seniors and gives everyone a taste of what we’ll be
up to in the future. It’s also a chance to reflect on what
some Seniors loved the most about their time spent
at Memorial. To the underclassmen out there: read,
absorb, and realize that this will be you in a couple
of years-- it’ll go by faster than you might think. As a
senior leaving, I hope those staying can understand the
incredible benefits this community gives to us and that
Memorial is a truly awesome place.
Lastly, I want to thank my co-editor Idris
Boukahil for being awesome and showing up every once
in a while! We are both happy to announce next year’s
Editor-in-Chief, Nathan Wang, and to congratulate
all the other new editors joining the team! I wish you
all luck in running this paper and I hope the Sword &
Shield continues to become more a part of the school.
--Monika Ford
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Senior Class Officers

Christelle Cayton, Jeremy Gottlieb, Monika Ford, Rachel Tabor and Gavin Christianson (not shown).
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Closets
Inspired by Ash Beckham at

Sword & Shield Staff
Sword & Shield Staff
Editors-in-chief
Idris Boukahil & Monika Ford

Scholarships &
Awards

Arts & Entertainment Editor
Cassidy Nelson
Copy Editor
Jane Zhang & Leon Pan
Opinions Editor
Jeremy Gottlieb
Photography Editor
Ryan Bruesewitz
& Carlos Perez
Sports Editor
Jeremy Gartland
Student Contributors
Sam Caravello
Monika Ford
Jeremy Gottlieb
Ruth Lenzen
Mitchel Maier
Claire McCarthy
Josie Roberts
Zoe Sprout

Betty Perego Awards:
(left) Muna Ali, Edgar Barron, Michelle Garcia-Avella,
John Kim, Carlos Loza,Yohana Alondra Sanchez,
Houa Vang, Ofelia Marisol
Velasco-Cruz, Houa Vang

Academic Excellence
Awards: (right) Jeremy
Gottlieb, Connor Gregorich
Trevor (not shown), Fletcher Rehbein, Isaac Treves,
Jane Zhang

Advisor
Teri Parris Ford

Downtown Rotary Club Youth Awards:
Senior Improvement Jonathan Tapia-Carrillo
Senior Achievement Katie Alley
Community Service Alyssa Diaczun
Community Service Ben Gellman
F. J. Meade Sam Shovers
Outstanding Senior Jeremy Gartland
Judge Connor Gregorich-Trevor
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Congratulations!

Layout & Editing Asst.
Monika Ford

West Towne
Middleton Rotary:
Idris Boukahil
& Muna Ali
Ross M. Koen:
Will Caldwell &
Sam Rosenthal
Gary Nelson.:
Nathan Barge
Hind Memorial:
Ra Quan
Cunnigan
&Muhammed
Omar tJajeh

Badger State Representatives
Monika Ford, Luke Gangler (not
shown), Jeremy Gartland,
Rutvi
Shah

Fritz Kaump:
Jabriel Ahmed
Cassidy Nelson

Spartan Spirit::
(RIGHT) Ryan
& Sean
Bruesewitz
Frank A. Zuerner
Memorial:Jorden
Radloff
(left)

UW Health:
Atrium Clinic:
Madeline
Goode

Madison West Lion’s Club
Ellen Sheskey
Breakfast Optimists
Jane Zhang
Downtown Kiwanis Club
Patrick Grimmer
Horizon’s Rotary Club
Joe Clark &
Logan Ginther

UW People Program Scholars (below):
Victoria Carter (not shown), RaQuan Cunnigan, Jadyn Donahue-Szudy (not shown),
Jonas Gomez, Irene Katana, Houa Thao, Keng
Thao, Pa Nou Chi Thao, Yangching Thao, Tri
Tran, Houa Vang

Sauk Trails Optimis
Rutvi Shah

Red Cross Blood Drive
Kayla Goetz

Awards continued on next page...
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Scholarships &
Awards Cont.

NATIONAL MERIT COMMENDED STUDENTS
William Blanchard
Luke Gangler

Jeremy Gartland
Robert Lancaster

Benjamin Schewe
Samuel Szotkowski

Madison West Lion’s Club ...................

Breakfast Optimists ..............................

Downtown Kiwanis Club .....................

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP SEMI-FINALISTS
Rebecca Anderson

NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP FINALISTS
Katie Alley
Christian Cuevas
Benjamin Gellman

Connor Gregorich-Trevor
Allison Holmes
Fletcher Rehbein

Isaac Treves
Jane Zhang

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARS CANDIDATE
Isaac Treves

Badger State Representatives ................................................ Monika Ford
.............................................................................................. Luke Gangler
......................................................................................... Jeremy Gartland
.................................................................................................. Rutvi Shah

Horizon’s Rotary Club ..........................
.............................................................

Carolyn
Taylor;
Sauk Trails
Optimist… .........................
Justice Johnson &
Briana Keith

West Towne Middleton Rotary .............
.............................................................

Below from Left to Right
“Math-alete”
Isaac Treves
Ross M. Koen .......................................

.............................................................

Andy Gauss Memorial
Monika Ford

Gary Nelson. ........................................

Devine Family Foundation
Nick Debner

Betty Perego ........................................
Michael Sheahan Me.............................................................
morial Award
.............................................................
Jeremy Gottlieb
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................

Hind Memorial .....................................
.............................................................
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Jamie Lindl Athletic
Leadership Award
Jeremy Gartland
Dick Shimon
Outstanding Senior
Athletes
Daurice Fountain
Kayla Goetz
Cyndi, Katie & Sean
Kaump Athletic
Award
Kaitlan Moe
Matthew Wiedholz
Bruce Dahmen
Katie Alley
Darrius Clay
Jeremy Gartland
Sam Shovers

Hazel Paschall Scholarship
Tenzing Dasal
Islamic Community
of Madison
Logan Kovacs
Nick Newburg

CUNA Mutual
Sai Bathula
Rama Shoukfeh

Ethel Mabie Falk
Lindsey Kermgard
Bob Wilson

Summit Credit Union
Christina McFeely
Danielle Stroud
Dean Gatz Art ScholarshipStephanie Trinkner
Marti Kaump Music
& Performing Arts
Caitlin Christy
Mason Rather
Emily Stephenson
C. R. Stein Scholarship
Eligh Alvarez
WIAA Scholar Athlete Local Award
Jeremy Gartland
Kayla Goetz
AVID Scholarship

Justice Johnson

Ra Quan Cunningan - Women in Focus Scholarship
Justice Johnson – Youth of the Year, Boys & Girls Club
Abigail Levenick - Freshman Scholarship, UW Stevens
Point
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Most Likely to...
Get Carded at 40

Brighten Your Day

Heidi Weitz

Be on
Broadway

Andy Gray

Become a
Professional
Musician in the NY
Philharmonic Orchestra

Gabe
Gugliemina

Rachel Jefferds

Climb mt. everest

Amelia Fass

...catch ‘em all?
“Pokemon-maniac”

Sam Szotkowski

start a free clinic in
Haiti

Annika Harley &
Cassidy Nelson

Be the Next
JK Rowling
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Heather Slawny

Be on the
Voice

Madeline
Goode

Be the Next Banksy

Tri Tran

Make their own parking spot

Nathan Eckerle

Discover a New
Element

Ben Gellman

Not Cut the Tags
Off a Mattress
A Goodie 2-Shoes

Lindsey
Kermgard

run a marathon at 80

Bryce Hefty
become a video
game developer

Sylvan Gu

open their
own restaurant

Chetandeep Singh

Become a
YouTube
Makeup Guru

Prativa
Baghwandin
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Super
Seniors
& Most
Likely
to...

The Class Clown

Marcus Fennessy
Best dancer

Kenzie
Merucci

The Worst Senioritis

John Hornacek

The Dreamiest

Ryan Bruesewitz

Biggest NetFlix Addict

Monika Ford

Most
Spartan Spirit

Nathan Barge
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Cutest Couples:

Gratia Maloney & Anthony
Hernandez,
Katie Shampo & Jim Sullivan

Cutest girl

Josie Robertson

The Most
Dramatic

Madeline Haut

Most Punniest/
Worst puns

WIlson Lu

Cutest boy

jeremy gartland

Most Humble

Jane Zhang

Become a soccer mom

Claire McCarthy

Most Athletic

Daurice Fountain

Become a farmer

Joe Clark

Nick Newburg &
Kayla Goetz
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I, Alexandra Kois, leave behind the Ratchetmobile for my sister,
Anastasia.
I, Alistair Sewell, leave
behind my “Mangurkistan”
Immigration Project to Ms.
Golden.
I, Alyssa Diaczun, leave
behind my squished banana
in the bottom of my locker.
I, Amelia Fass, leave behind
the hope that others see
what I see: The fact that
we can make a positive
environmental difference in
our world.
I, Andrew Zhai, leave behind
my brilliance to my sister.
I, Andy Gray, leave behind
my sense of adventure and
a couple bags of flaming hot
cheetos to Mark Anthony
Banaag, for he has brought
out the most optimistic side of
me in the worst of times.
I, Angela Yu, leave behind my
one line in the musical to Lea Hulsey.
I, Annelise Smithmier Bohn, leave behind my sassitude to Gabby
Mikkelson; wield it well, my dear.
I, Annika Harley, leave behind the composting program to a swell
person who wants to keep it going.
I, Ben Horman, leave behind my skills in mathematics to Emmett
Enright.
I, Bob Wilson, leave my du-rag to the most worthy junior on the
Ultimate Team.
I, Bradley M. Gillman, leave behind the title of Commander of the
Swim Team to Geordi Haerr-Hartmann.
I, Brandon Mueller, leave behind my cell phone for Ms. Dwyer,
chocolate and a minion for Ms. Glaaser, a helping hand for Mr.
Spencer in case he needs help getting up after a long hand stand,
and my Spanish 4 Batman film for Sen.
I, Brianna Barica Stoffels, leave behind a hug for Mr. Hardin and
good memories to all of my teachers.
I, Brittany Esser, leave behind my hilarious and fun loving sister to
JMM.
I, Bryce Hefty, leave behind my freshman Cross Country uniform
taped in back because it was too large to the next tiny freshman CC
runner.
I, Bryce Marlton Danielson, leave behind my contact lens
somewhere on the main gym floor which was lost vs Janesville
Parker.
I, Caroline Werner, leave behind all the funny jokes I shared with Mr.
Voss.
I, Cassidy Nelson,
leave behind my
concert-going
adventures to
Caroline Zhou and
my snuggles to
Samantha Burden.
I, Cedric Kostelyna,
leave behind
my copy of the
Advanced Reading
Techniques textbook
with all the answers
filled in.
I, Christelle Cayton,

leave behind my vice presidency to Pauline Martinez.
I, Christina McFeely, leave behind my blue discus to
Holly Houston, throw far with my baby.
I, Connor Gregorich-Trevor, leave behind my
brother, who will hopefully do very well, but not
quite as well as me so I can have something to brag
about.
I, Daniel James Girkin, leave behind my legacy
most handsome man.
I, Daniella Bosben, leave the money ball and my Frozen CDs to
Shalla Moy.
I, Elyse Hoffmann, leave behind a
piece of winter fresh Extra gum in
the corner desk of room 801.
I, Emily Stangel, leave behind the
Breakfast Club to Samantha Miller
and Mrs. Polster <3.
I, Emily Stephenson, leave behind
Swag500 for Melissa Heilman and
Bekah Blumenfeld.
I, Emma Brunette, leave behind
bread to Newland.
I, Evan Stang, leave behind my
sense of humor to Phil Sorge
because I know he needs one.
I, Fletcher Rehbein, leave behind
my flip to anyone in need of great
hair.
I, Francis Marcus Fennessy III,
leave behind my driver’s safety
manual to Calvin Jensen.
I, Gabriela Sanchez, leave behind
my pull up stardom to Tory Center.
I, Gabrielle Grochowski, leave
behind my volleyball shagging skills
to the Girls Varsity Volleyball team.
I, Gratia Maloney, leave behind my
swim locker to Tori Horton.
I, Hannah Langworthy, leave behind
my golf skills to Haley Prudent.
I, Heather Slawny, leave my Diva
Status for Maddy Hinze.
I, Heidi Weitz, leave behind my
not-so-little brother George. Please
keep an eye on him for me.
I, Henry Maysack, leave behind my
senioritis to Derek Gille, and my
essential kit for Phil McCarthy.
I, Hosiyahna Y. Thorn, leave behind
good vibes :).
I, India Harper, leave behind my
English notes to my little brother.
I, Jacqueline Ramos, leave behind
the precious loft to Maddy Hinze
and Morgaine Schroeder. Take good
care of it girls :)
I, Jadyn Donahue-Szudy, leave
behind my footsteps on the sand of
time.
I, Jake Reiners, as well as my
fellow senior cross country runners,
leave behind a legacy for our
underclassmen to chase and
surpass.
I, James Arthur Arbaje, leave behind
the squad to Ben. And Buzz too I
guess.
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I, Jane Zhang, leave behind a serf to Nathan Wang and a
baguette to Jasmine Huang.
I, Jennifer Lynn Percy, leave behind a
great swim team.
I, Jeremy Aaron Gottlieb, leave behind
my motto of “Dress well, test well” to
Siena Casanova.
I, John Hornacek, leave behind my
scraggly beard to Ryan Henry.
I, John P. Kink, leave to my friends at
JMM, I hope they remember my goofy
awkwardness and quirky sense of
humor. To the school, I leave behind
my near perfect attendance record,
because to all the incoming freshman..
at JMM we love good attendance.
I, John Paul Martinez, leave behind my swag for my little sister
Joanna Paula Martinez who will be here in two years.
I, Jorden Radloff, leave behind my favorite pencil to Jordan
Green.
I, Joseph Clark, leave behind the auto shop and the Skills USA
presidency.
I, Joshua Falkos, leave behind the least stressful college
application process possible to all of next year’s seniors.
I, Josie Robertson, leave behind my brother and parking spot in
the senior lot.
I, Kathleen Wall, leave behind my mookie for Lily-Pearl.
I, Katie Alley, leave behind McIntosh apples for Ms. Fitz and limits
of integration for The Invincible Integral (A.K.A. Ms. Yahr) because
she is definite(ly awesome).
I, Katie Moe, leave behind all my flowy shirts to Liliath B. Greene.
I, Kayla Goetz, leave all of my dope swag sprinkled among the
underclassmen.
I, Kelsey Kircher, leave behind Wild Animal
Wednesday to the returning student body.
Keep sharing your appreciation of earth’s
wild creatures!
I, Kiefer Baumbach, leave behind the #6
jersey to Sam McCarthy, do me proud bud.
I, Lexi Meyer, leave behind some Dove
chocolate for Ms. Voss.
I, Lindsey Kermgard, will be leaving a
positive impact on the Memorial community.
I, Lizzy Huncosky, leave behind many happy
memories in Mr. Hutchins’ classroom.
I, Logan Kovacs, leave behind the mice
infested cage to all future swimmers.
I, Mackenzie Femrite, leave behind my sister
as an incoming freshman to carry on the
Femrite legacy.
I, Mackenzie Merucci, leave my “Muppet
Faces” to Alyssa Ayen.
I, Madeline Haut, leave behind my super
sparkly old poms dress to Natalie Hodgkiss.
I, Maria Riano, leave behind my teachers
and friends with them knowing how much I appreciated them
throughout these last 4 years.
I, Marissa Herman, leave behind my band t-shirts and general
enthusiasm to Gabby Mikkelson, may she wear them with pride
and kick some butt.

I, Monika Ford, leave behind my
mother, TPF. Take one of her classes
and be nice.
I, Nick Debner, leave behind my
creepiness for Connor Smith.
I, Nick Newburg, leave behind Joe
Ferguson’s tips on how to talk to girls to
Jack Swenson.
I, Ofelia Marisol Velasco Cruz, leave
good friends.
I, Rachel Jefferds, leave behind my
hopes that my younger brother has as
great of a time in High School as I did.
I, Rachel Taber, leave behind the ginger
legacy to Elizabeth Norton.
I, Ruth Lenzen, leave behind my blood
on Mansfield.
I, Ryan David Bruesewitz, leave behind
my football helmet to Ryan Murphy and
Jack Andringa.
I, Ryan McCarthy, leave behind my
stellar example for underclassmen.
I, Sadhana Pittala, leave behind my
sassy pants to Shivani Kumar.
I, Sam Brooks, leave behind my
funny stories.
I, Sam Caravello, leave behind
the tradition of the rat tail to
Isaac Blum.
I, Sam Shovers, leave behind
Peer Partners to Matt
Goulette.
I, Sam Szotkowski, leave
behind my bust for
Ryan Henry.
I, Sean
Bruesewitz, leave
behind my dancing
skills to Kye
Burcham.
I, Selena Scheller,
leave behind my
secret admirer
for my favorite
juniors, Christian
Miller and Josiah
Williams.
I, Sophia de Waard, leave behind
all my good vibes to Avery RiceArnesen.
I, Taylor Alt-Nachreiner, leave
behind my senior diving speedo
to Jared Gonzales.
I, Tri Tran, left my library card in
Ms. Glaaser’s classroom. If you
find it, can I get it back?
I, Tyler Johnson, leave behind all
my younger ultimate teammates.
I, Victoria Carter, leave behind Mr. Dahmen’s legacy for the
students to come. They will never know how much he cared
for his students and how well he ran this amazing
school. I will make sure that he is never forgotten.
DAHMENATION!
I, Will Blanchard, leave behind my senioritis to the
class of 2015, Good luck!
I, Zoe Sprout, I leave behind my hair in the screws of
the chairs around school.
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Significant Senior Artists
Art Department
Significant Senior
Award Winners

Annelise Bohn
Emma Brunette
Sylvan Gu
Gabe Gugliemeni
Elyse Hoffman
Lacey Kowieski
Paul Martinez
Sarah McHugh
Taryn Meixner
Pan Jun Rader
Summer Rawfert
Megan Silbernagel
Lizzie Tredinnick
Stephanie Trinkner
Zelle Edinger Turoff

Sylvan Gu

As a freshman entering high school, never once would I have thought that filmmaking was a viable career option - ever. However, over the course of four years,
the JMM art department has remarkably changed my thoughts, flipped them
upside down, shaping the man I am today.
I started out with my mom’s Canon digital camera in 6th grade, inspired by the
likes of many people making it big off of a new video sharing site known as
YouTube. Seeing seemingly ordinary people, particularly Asians, receiving large
recognition from users across the globe simply by making videos made me eager
to be a part of the community. It was just a hobby: a hunger for fame as I made
vlogs, lip syncs, and ridiculously silly videos. But thanks to JMM’s art department
and the patient guidance of Mr. Frontier, a hobby became fully realized into a
field that I wish to pursue. Only Memorial could possibly offer me all of the resources and opportunities for me to dive into one of my many passions full force,
to reach a point where I am confident in my abilities. I truly wish I took advantage
of arts at Memorial all four of my years, but fortunately, I can continue to learn
and grow as both a filmmaker and person at New York University’s Tisch School
of the Arts in the fall, focusing on Film & Television Production.
Last year I would have scoffed at the idea of going to art school. Too impractical,
I said. Well, look how things turned out..
“Sylvan has grown into an incredible film maker. His devotion to planning,
filming, and editing shines in polished finished products.” --Mr. Frontier
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Elyse Hoffmann

Art has been a huge part of my
life since a very young age. I
grew up doing art projects with
my parents and my dad taught
me how to paint and draw early
on. When I entered high school
I knew that I wanted to continue
in art. I have taken almost all the
art classes offered at memorial
and loved every single one. For
my senior year I really wanted
to focus on my artistic vision
and creating projects that really
showed my certain artistic style. One of my favorite classes this year was Ceramics 3
because it allowed me to do just that. It is a class where you really take the reins of the
class and decide what you want to accomplish instead of the teacher completely directing you. In this particular environment I was able to create freely and my best projects
came out of this because I was finally able to do things on my own. My favorite project
that I completed was a bust of a lady that I will put in my garden. Next year I am taking
a year off and going to Brazil to learn Portuguese and hopefully continue my art. I hope
to be inspired by the South American culture and keep creating throughout the year. I
want to thank all the art teachers at
Memorial. It has been a great four
“Elyse Hoffmann has a distinct creyears and I encourage everyone to
ative style that she brings to her
artwork. Regardless of media, her
take an art class before you graduate.
personality is expressed through all of
her work.“--Mr. Frontier

Pan June Rader

I guess I have a long history with art. Or at least as long as 18 years can be. When I
was little I wanted to be an artist like my dad or my grandma and for a while that was
what I would tell people when they asked what did I want to be when I grew up. I cannot
remember a time in my life where art was not present. Sometimes it had to be set
aside for a while because of school or other activities but I still would go back to draw
from my animal books or paint with blobby watercolors. For a time I thought I would
maybe turn away from being an artist forever because everyone kept saying it was
too hard and not practical like being a dentist or a veterinarian would be. Then during
sophomore year I went through, without a doubt, the lowest point of my life so far. I lost
friends, failed classes, and suffered from clinical depression & anxiety. I hated school,
because nothing there seemed to have a point or be worth caring about. The only time
I felt happy was when I was in the art wing working. For me, art was medication. Art
was therapy. Art was what made things better, even for just a few hours. Thankfully, my
life has improved since then, but that does not mean I will cut back on art. Because art
has always been there for me I have decided to go back to my original, 4 year-old self’s
plan, and pursue a career in it, hopefully as an animator or childrens book illustrator.
I hope to start classes this fall! I wouldn’t take back one day I’ve spent with any of the
amazing art teachers here at Memorial. Thank you!

“Pan Jun is a sensitive artist
with a keen awareness. While
her natural talent will take her
far, her work ethic will take
her anywhere she choses to
go. “ --TPF

Gabe Guglielmina

All throughout high school, art has been a big part of my everyday life, especially
with music. I however learned the wonderful craft of ceramics starting my sophomore year and have loved it ever since. At first, ceramics was just a hobby, but
then it turned into a need, a crucial part of the day, and a wonderful creative outlet. I
started spending my lunches and after school time in the studio and I am very glad
that I did. I mostly like to throw, but one of my favorite sculptural projects was when
I created a ceramic flying walrus named Egor. Although I plan to major in music
during college, I know that I will find ways to get my hands on some clay and keep
creating beautiful art. I encourage everyone to take at least one art class instead of
a study hall. You never know if it will become your new passion!

Paul Martinez

I’ve taken Photography 1, Arts Metals
& Glass 1 and 2, and I’m currently a
teacher assistant for Art Metals & Glass
1 this semester. I enjoy exploring many
art media: I’ve made works out of and on
paper, metal, glass, and clay. Though I’ve
never taken a class on it, drawing is one
of my favorite artforms to do. I am planning to major in Biomedical Engineering
at UW-Madison in the next couple years,
which doesn’t really involve art, but I’m
aiming to create prosthetics for the physically-disabled in the future so art may
help me with future designs. I may also
end up selling some art during my time as
a broke college kid. When I start a project
on my own, most people ask me what
class I’m making it for. I usually tell them
I’m just doing it for fun; because making
art should never be just for a grade but
always enjoyable.
#Deep

Paul is a prolific, ambitious, and technically-strong artist. He was a TA in
my Art Metals & Glass I class and led
demonstrations and helped students
understand the tricky materials used in
our class. His own metals pieces have
shown his attention to detail, advanced
skills, and enthusiasm for the materials.
I’m thankful for his help this year and am
excited to see what art he’ll make beyond
JMM. -- Ms.Riedle

Mr. Herman had a
great year working
with the amazingly
talented and interesting group of
Memorial Seniors
this year. At the
top of this class he
found Zelle, Gabe
and Stephanie to
be the exceptional
student-artists for
a myriad of reasons. He personally thanks them
(and all the other
senior artists) for
providing a daily
working, learning
and living environment that inspires,
invigorates,nurtures and fortifies
him. When teacher
and students attain
symbiosis the
world is sweet and
nearing perfection.
You have left a
legacy and you will
be remembered.
Respectfully, GKH
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More Significant
Senior Artists

“His work is always polished, and
the characters that fill his sketchbook injected with their own personalities.”--Ms. Newland

Taryn Meixner

Art has always been a part of my life. I
have been drawing since before I knew
how to read or write. As a child I was
fascinated by the illustrations found in
comics, magazines, and in video game
instruction manuals. When I first picked
up a pencil I knew that those were the
types of things I wanted to draw. When
I first began drawing I wasn’t very good,
and often just tried to replicate whatever
style I thought was coolest at the moment. As I got older, people began telling
me that I had a true talent. As soon as I
entered high school I took all the drawing
classes I could. After finishing all three
drawing courses, I decided to expand my
horizons, taking more art classes, such
as ceramics, animation, and Photoshop.
Through the continued support and guidance of both the teachers in the JMM Art
Department, and my peers, I have grown
exponentially as an artist. I definitely see
art in my future, as I would love to have a
career in art, preferably in games, movies,
or any other entertainment media.

Zelle Hedinger Turoff

Art has always been the best part of
school (and life) for me, so naturally I took
as many art classes that I could fit into my
schedule all four years. I’ve taken all of
the Ceramics classes, including Ceramics
3 twice and an independent study with Mr.
Herman, and all of the drawing classes,
and painting. My favorite class has always
been ceramics, where I mostly sculpt. My
favorite project was creating artifacts for
Drava Silarasa, an imaginary island we
made in my first ceramics 3 class. I am
currently working on a huge self-portrait
for Drawing 3 and a series of extruded
forms for Ceramics 3. I am attending
Temple University in the fall, where I will
continue to make art. I am interested in
exploring glass blowing and sculpture
(ceramics and other materials).
“Lacey has grown leaps and bounds
each of her 4 years here in the JMM
Art Department, consistently showing
her talents in many different mediums.” -- Mr. Frontier

Annelise Bohn

Working in the JMM photo lab without a
Megan Silbernagel
doubt is what got me through high school.
I’ve been taking art classes here at JMM
With
a
lot
of
personal
and
family ups and downs during these four
since my freshman year. I’ve experienced much of what
years,
the
lab
was
always
my means of liberation from the weight of
the art department has to offer, including all three drawing
life.
No
matter
what
my
words
couldn’t say, photography gave me
courses, photo and ceramics. Drawing 2 with Mr. Newland
the
opportunity
to
express
exactly
what I wanted to. Yeah I always
was by far the most challenging, memorable and satisfying
wished
I
could
paint
or
draw
or
sculpt;
maybe someday I will. But
class that I took. The projects that Newland worked up for us
photography
gave
me
the
chance
to
capture
snippets of the world
pushed me to my limits but in the end, it showed me what I
that
summarized
my
thoughts
fearlessly.
Thank
you always to Mr.
was capable of. Next year I will be attending Wartburg ColFrontier
for
pushing
me
the
extra
mile
and
expecting
so much more
lege in Iowa. I plan on taking more drawing courses there,
from
me
than
I
could
for
myself-from
late
projects
to
late nights
to help me decide whether or not art will play a predominant
after
school-no
matter
how
I
would
kick
and
scream,
you always
role in my future career. Finally, I would like that thank all
talked
me
into
confidence.
The
lessons
I’ve
learned
in
the JMM
the art teachers for their stupendous encouragement and
photo
lab,
from
the
dark
room
to
Photoshop,
will
stay
with
me for
creativity, in my four years here, under your guidance; I have
the
rest
of
my
art
career...
and
this
will
always
be
my
home.
grown so much as an artist. Thank you!
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“One of the most self-disciplined artists I’ve
ever had the privilege of working with. Megan has the uncanny ability to tackle each artistic challenge, no
matter the immensity, without scowl or complaint, and produces truly impressive results.”--Mr. Newland

Stephanie Trinkner

I am so grateful for the amount of art classes that we have at Memorial, because without that variety, I would never have realized how many different
types of art I enjoy. As a freshman, I originally signed up for ceramics because
I couldn’t take a painting class without a prerequisite. I didn’t know very much
about the class other than that it involved working with clay. Now as a senior, I
have taken all three ceramics classes and done an independent study, and this
last semester I worked as a lab assistant with Mr. Herman. Over the past four
years I have become much more comfortable working in 3D, and although I still
enjoy drawing, painting, and many other forms of 2D art, clay is my favorite medium that I’ve had the experience of working with. I enjoyed a lot of open-ended
assignments in ceramics and was able to make my sculptures as large as I
wanted, which I think really helped me to see that I had just as much freedom
with clay as I had with drawing. I’m super excited to try new kinds of art next
year in college and to improve in other mediums.

Emma Brunette

Taking classes in the Memorial art
department has been amazing.
Over the last four years, I’ve found
a space where I can be myself,
surrounded by people who encourage and challenge me to be better
at what I love to do. Freshman year
I took Art Metals & Glass when all of
the spots for Drawing 1 were filled;
it was so abnormal yet fun for me to
work with 3D materials, especially
saws and torches, but I think it gave
me a greater understanding of space
and proportions and a
new appreciation for the familiarity of
2D work. I loved my drawing classes
because I’ve learned about so many
artistic styles and materials and have
been able to work with so many
different kinds of creative people,
and to see how they interpret and
solve problems is really fascinating
and inspiring. I am incredibly excited
to attend the University of Minnesota – Twin Cities in the fall, for the
opportunity to take interesting art
classes with crazy tools and facilities
and to be able to spend my days
thinking about and creating art. I’m
so grateful to everyone involved with
the art department for making it such
an exceptional place.
A Significant Senior Artist is one
who has made artistic production
an integral part of their life while
at Memorial. They have taken
at least 3 art courses and have
exemplary attendance. A Significant Senior Artist is one who has
shown a consistent commitment
to excellence in the art studio and
has been a positive influence and
inspiration to his/her classmates.
A Significant Senior Artist has exhibited art work at Memorial and/
or in the Madison Community.

Lacey Kowieski

“I’m genuinely excited to
see where Emma’s art
takes her. She’s creative,
focused, driven, and her
work seasoned with humor ... and just the right
amount of sarcasm.”
--Mr. Newland

Ever since I can remember, art has been a huge
part of my life. For me, drawing was everything
and anything i wanted it to be. since my childhood,
my interest in art has expanded to not only include
drawing, but metals, glass, ceramics, painting, and
even interior designing. Art is a wonderful way to
open up and express things to others, or just have
fun. Here at JMM I’ve done many art projects, and
during my years here I’ve tried to take every art
course i possibly could. Every class had its own
projects and perks, but one of my favorite assignments was making rings in art metals. it was amazing how I could make something so fragile in wax
and have it become a solid metal replica. I have to
say that every teacher in the JMM art department
was wonderful and taught me many different things.
I plan to take these experiences
along with me to U.W. Stout, where
I will be pursuing my interests in
studio art classes.
“Lacey started her art
career in art metals and
she knocked my socks off
making the most remarkable projects that look so
exisit, it didn’t seem possible a student had made
them. She is detailed
orientated, hard working
artist that can accomplish
anything she sets her
mind to.” - TPF
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Congratulations to Our Retiring Teachers
Beth Bartoszek
Kris Brown
Barb DeMarco
Janice Jackson
Terri Kleist
Pat Leahy
Mary Lee Pauli

Kris Brown

I began my career as a history teacher in 1974 after
graduating from Carleton College in Northfield MN.
I taught history outside Ann Arbor MI for many years
before moving briefly to Washington DC and then to
Madison. My husband became a Geology Professor
at UW and we had 3 children. In 1991 we moved to
Australia for a sabbatical leave. When we returned
to Madison, my daughter went to kindergarten and I
started library school at UW. I became the librarian at
Memorial High School in 1998.  I have loved working
with teachers as we developed new units like the
Immigration-Migration Project. I was able to teach
classes from Censorship to Statistics to Chemistry.  
My latest challenge has been to help seniors prepare to
transition to college research.
I am leaving Memorial with mixed feelings- I love
every day at this school – I have so many friends
among the teachers and students.  I will miss you all.  
All three of our children are JMM alums and were
members of the JMM swim team.  This job has been
my passion but it is time for me to try something new.
I plan to spend time with our family, travel, exercise
more and read!
Ms. Amado will take over the library – She was
my student teacher last year and my colleague this
year and I know she will continue to offer Memorial
students an excellent resource center in the LMC.
Winnie the Pooh said it all when he remarked, “How
lucky I am to have something that makes saying
goodbye so hard.” Good luck to you all!
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Beth Bartoszzek

I came to Memorial four years ago
as an Alternative Education teacher
at MAAP (Memorial Alternative
Achievement Program), one
of the district’s credit recovery
programs. Over the years I have
worked at Hamilton Middle School
and the Alternative Schools as
a technology teacher and as an
Online Learning Grant Facilitator

for the district.
I feel privileged to have worked with so many
wonderful students and staff over the years. I want to
express special thanks to the Memorial staff that have
helped shape and support MAAP, especially Bruce
Dahmen, Emily Comstock, Pete Hartman, Joe Hamel,
John Rummel, Anne Colville, Suzanne Petta and
Betty Kadlec-Ertz.  I also am very appreciative to the
Student Services staff who adopted me as part of their
department and to the many countless people who
have made me feel part of this great community.  

More Significant Senior
Artists
Lizzie Tredinnick

Being fond of the arts (to say it briefly), I couldn’t have found
a better place than JMM to foster my love of drawing, painting, and designing. I believe we have the best art department and teachers EVER, and without them I would not be
the artist or person I am today.
I absolutely love to play with paintbrushes and paints,
though I have to say that my favorite medium by far is the
regular hum-drum latex wall paint. It covers up mistakes
seamlessly, lends itself perfectly to the idiotic amount of
detail I find myself painting even though it will probably
only be on stage for a minute and a half with the closest
audience member fifteen feet from it, and makes fabulously
unique jeans and overalls when I need to wipe my hands
off on something. It’s always great fun to be able to create
great sets with all the stage crew people, and it is always
hard to see them dismantled at the end of a show. Being a
member of the Memorial Theater Company stage crew is
one of many highlights of my time here at JMM, and I hope
to continue that at the University of Evansville in Indiana
where I will major in Theater: Design and Technology with
an emphasis is scene design. Seeing as I would be an absolutely terrible actor, I decided to show my love for theater
in another way, by designing sets, and maybe even one day
becoming a part of Disney’s Imagineering team.
If I were to only pick one of the many fabulous art
classes we have here at Memorial, I would recommend
taking Drawing 1 because it is so important to be able communicate ideas through drawing, and being able to draw and
flesh out your ideas is an important foundation for any artist.

Alexandra Kois; My sister and I once
accidentally exploded a microscope slide full
of bacteria while Gram staining in Biomed

because I held the slide under the flame too long, whoops.
Alistair Sewell; Lydia and I getting the giggles during JMM Singers rehearsals, Being Glen for Superhero Day,
Ms. Pitt’s Concert Choir, Rocks & Ropes with Mr. Spencer, Holy cats, being Marcia Poon in Ms. Fitz’s class with a bunch of
jackwagons, World History with Mr. Koerner, the stories and drawings he made before class, Turning in photocopies of random
things from my house anonymously to Ms. Golden, When Connor Waity took out a burrito from his pocket and started eating it
during a test.
Allison Holmes; The city cross country meet junior year, where I PRed by almost 45 seconds.
Alyssa Diaczun; Running with the Cross Country team. I wish I did it all four years, all those girls are so amazing and
supportive.
Amelia Fass; Breaking 18 minutes in cross country 4k for my first time in my life senior year at the first meet of the year and
never looking back again…
Andrew Zhai; The time when Mrs.Kellor had blue cake frosting all over her teeth when she was about to teach AP Biology, and
she “didnt even know about it”.
Andy Gray; Winning the State title in Duo Interpretation for the Forensics team my junior year.
Angela Yu; Going to Chicago with Concert Choir.
Annelise Smithmier Bohn; The lull of Mr. Newland’s slave-driving screams. They shall fuel my dreams and my fear
from here on out.
Annika Harley; Medaling at the West cross country invite this year
Ben Horman; Winning the State Ultimate Tournament my junior year by skying a guy for the winning score.
Bob Wilson; Anytime I beat Fletcher Rehbein on a quiz or test.
Bradley M. Gillman; Catching the winning score in the Ultimate State Championship over Ben Horman my junior year.
Brandon Mueller; The caving and camping field trips for Mr. Spencer’s Challenges and Adventures class my senior year.
Brianna A Yeomans; When having a rough day and going into Mrs.Dwyers class, she never fails to make me laugh in her
class.
Brianna Barica Stoffels; Gymnastics kickball - I jumped 10 feet in the air! Oh Yeah!
Brittany Esser; Winning 3rd in the pro start cooking competition this year.
Bryce Hefty; Talking about whatever came to mind on many long distance runs for Cross Country and Track.
Bryce Marlton Danielson; Breaking par for the first time and shooting a 69 at University Ridge.
Caitlin Christy; Winning first place in play acting at the state forensics tournament.
Caroline Werner; Beating Sun Prarie in softball.
Cassidy Nelson; Crying hysterically and hugging all my teammates after winning state forensics, yet again.
Cedric Kostelyna; Freshman year...everything about it. It was honestly my favorite year of school and I just had a lot of fun.
Chloe Steinbach; My best high school memory was being trampled with my friends by the basketball players when we stormed the court
because we beat Middleton. Even though it hurt, it will be a memory that I’ll never forget.

Sarah is a remarkable young artist whose
knowledge, patience, and hard work have been
an irreplaceable element in Art Metals & Glass
I. As a first year teacher in the Metals Studio,
having a TA with her artistic skills and studio
knowledge was extremely helpful to everyone
in the class! If there was ever a student who
was frustrated and at his or her limit, Sarah had
the perfect demeanor to ease that student into
a productive and calm place. I’m grateful that
I got to work with her, and know that her work
ethic will lead to awesome places!-- Ms.Riedle

“There are few more gifted artists
at JMM than Lizzie Tredinnick! The
stories of her working all night long
on sets were conformed. She is a
fearless artist who is not afraid of a
big project.” --TPF

Sarah McHugh

I’ve taken all three art metal and
glass classes during my time at JMM
and honestly believe that all three
were extremely enjoyable and worth
my time. Art classes are amazing
breaks from typical classes and give
off a laid back friendly atmosphere,
especially the metals and glass
courses. In the studio I was free to
challenge myself and take my art
where I wanted it to go. This meant
that the art I made, like my favorite
giraffe etched earrings, was meaningful to me and something that I
will always be proud of. I plan on
continuing to create art with metal
and glass for a long time, and will
be forever grateful to the JMM Art
Department for starting my lovely,
lifelong relationship with art.
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First
Jabriel Abdikarim
Jose Maria
Muna Yusuf
Munira Yusuf
KayleyMarie Joan
Katie J
Pablo Sebastian
Jorge Luis
Taylor John
Eligh Taylor
Andy
Eva Stefana
Rebecca Louise
Holly B
James Arthur
Jeremy
Lorence Daniel B
Angela Felice
Marshaud J
John Carnell
Nathan Eric
Edgar Ivan
Catherine Rice
Saivenkatesh Komal
Emma Schilke
Kiefer Alexander
Carlee A
Prativa A
Swastie Rani
Adam
Ashley Victoria
William C
Mitchell
Daniel Renard
Michael David
Jacob L
Annelise S
Tyler David
Daniella Maria
Idris
Joseph Allen
Mckenzie Rose
Shelley Clare
Samuel Parker
Sean Robert
Ryan David
Emma J
Lavon
Dillon-Dion Craig
William R.
Richard
Maya-Zhu Li Randall
Samuel Philip
Victoria D

Last
Ahmed
Alcorta Jr.
Ali
Ali
Alioto
Alley
Almeida-Carbajal
Alonso Santana
Alt-Nachreiner
Alvarez
Anane
Anderson
Anderson
Anderson
Arbaje
Arevalo
Ayag
Ayala
Baker
Barbee
Barge
Barron
Bartzen
Bathula
Batson
Baumbach
Beecher
Bhagwandin
Bhagwandin
Bihun
Black
Blanchard
Blank
Blanton Jr.
Bliss
Bogost
Bohn
Borchardt
Bosben
Boukahil
Boyer-Groff
Braun
Bretl
Brooks
Bruesewitz
Bruesewitz
Brunette
Bryson
Buckingham
Caldwell
Campbell
Canavan
Caravello
Carter

College
UW Oshkosh
MATC
MATC
Work
UW LaCrosse
Vanderbilt University
MATC
UW Madison
MATC
Northwestern
Carl Sandburg
MATC
The College of Wooster
UW La Crosse
UW Madison
Marine Corps
Marine Corps
Undecided
Du Page
UW Stout
MATC
MATC
Marquette of St. Thomas
UW Madison
UW La Crosse
UW Milwaukee
MATC
Edgewood
MATC
Upper Iowa
UW Madison
Wash U.
MATC
MATC
Macalester College
UW Madison
GAP YEAR
MATC
Carroll University
UW Madison
Gap
MATC
UW LaCrosse
Wartburg
UW Oshkosh
Winona State University
UMN-TC
Work
Work
UW Madison
MATC
MATC
UW Milwaukee
MATC

Benjamin W
Ian W
Izzy
Christelle France Agu
Samuel Roger
Gavin Lewis
Caitlin Mae
Kimberly Anne
Joseph Ryther
Darrius A
Michael Licarry
Victoria Lynn
Christian Ross
Ra Quan Brian
Catherine
Cathy
Wesley Q
Bryce Marlton
Tenzing
Tyquajiah T
Sophia Frances
Nick Allen
Christina Elsy
Alyssa Lynn
Paula S
Nikosha Shacorra
Nicole L.
Erick Gabriel
Jadyn Kristianna
Jaron Michael
Nathan T
Gizelle Arden
Aurora Celeste
Max Edward
Shakia Dajae Eveleyn
Megan Elizabeth
Brittany Danielle
Karissa Marie
Charles Joseph
Joshua Luke
Amelia Grace
Mackenzie Lee
Francis Marcus
Kegan R.
Tayler James
Kathryn Ann
Julia
William A
Bryanna Leigh
Brianne
Angelina Nicolette
Monika Katherine
Daurice M
Alexander Carson
Glenn Cody

Carter
Cash
Casy
Cayton
Christensen
Christianson
Christy
Chubaty
Clark
Clay
Collins Jr.
Cooper
Cuevas
Cunnigan
Curry
Curry
Dancy
Danielson
Dasal
Davis
De Waard
Debner
DeMars
Diaczun
Disch
Dixon
Dolezal
Dominguez
Donahue-Szudy
Doucette
Eckerle
Edinger-Turoff
Eggers
Eggert
Ellison
Elmes
Esser
Esser
Essie
Falkos
Fass
Femrite
Fennessy
Ferris
Ferry
Fiess
Fitzgerald
Fitzpatrick
Fjelstad
Fleming
Flynn
Ford
Fountain
Fowler
Frame

Work
UW Stevens Point
Florida
Macalester College
UW Milwaukee
UW Whitewater
UW Eau Claire
MATC
UW Stevens Point
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
UW Madison
Concordia University, St. Paul
MATC
MATC
Work
UW Madison
UW MADISON
MATC
University of Iowa
UW Madison
UW Madison
Augustana College, IL
MATC
MATC
UW Milwaukee
MATC
UW Madison
MATC
Undecided
Temple
UW Whitewater
UW Milwaukee
MATC
UW Madison
Lakeland
MATC
Work
Montana State University
UW Stevens Point
UW Madison
University of Notre Dame
MATC
MATC
MATC
Arizona State University
MATC
MATC
Work
Edgewood
Claremont Mckenna College
University of Northern Iowa
Beloit College
MATC
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Madeline Marie
Anna Kay
Luke R
Christian Kevin
Michelle
Jeremy C
Michelle
Benjamin P
Samantha H
Joel S
Irving
Bradley M
Logan Louis
Daniel James
Kayla Ann
Jonas Israel
Humberto
Humbertto
Madeline Chevalier
Jeremy A
Zachary Lowell
Bridget Eileen
Collin W
Andrew Thaddeus
Allen
Allen
Connor
Patrick John
Gabrielle Lynn
Sylvan Wen
Gabriel Ty
Julia Daniela
Jonathan Paul Vincent
Ryan Collier
Sidnee Sierra
Ayla June
Annika Tripp
India Laneea
Madeline Grace
Bryce Alan
Trevor Derek
Haley R
Marissa Eleanor
Anthony
Sergio Antonio
Jon Edward
Elyse Claire
Allante Kantrell
Allison Lynn
Benjamin Wyatt
John M
thom
Devonte
Andrew David
Andrew David

Franz-Bawden
Freudenberg
Gangler
Garamendi
Garcia-Avella
Gartland
Gaytan
Gellman
Georgson
Gerbig
Gibson
Gillman
Ginther
Girkin
Goetz
Gomez
Gonzalez
Gonzalez
Goode
Gottlieb
Graham
Graper
Grau
Gray
Greer
Greer
Gregorich-Trevor
Grimmer
Grochowski
Gu
Guglielmina
Gutierrez
Hahn
Hamel
Hamilton
Hammill
Harley
Harper
Haut
Hefty
Hei
Heinze
Herman
Hernandez
Hernandez
Herreman
Hoffmann
Holiday
Holmes
Horman
Hornacek
Hosiyahna
Howard
Hull
Hull

MATC
Fashion Inst of Technology
UW Madison
MATC
MATC
Cornell University
MATC
Johns Hopkins
UW Madison
UW Milwaukee
Work
UW Madison
UW MADISON
UW Milwaukee
UW Madison
UW Madison
MATC
MATC
Marquette
Duke
MATC
UW Milwaukee
UW Milwaukee
St Olaf College
MATC
MATC
Grinnell
UW Madison
Undecided
New York Univeristy
Western Michigan
Work
Work
MATC
MATC
UW Eau Claire
Manchester University
PV A & M Texas
UMN-TC
Luther College
Work
MATC
UW Eau Claire
MATC
MATC
Work
Gap Year
MATC
OXFORD COLLEGE OF EMORY
UW Madison
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
MATC
MATC
MATC
MATC

Eav
Eva Terese
MaKynzey Rose
Elizabeth Meta
Cassidy Elaine
Hayato
Emmett Joseph
Cierra
Jonathan Peter
Mohamed Omar
Allonzo
Rachel S
Rebekah Grace
Jose' Antonio
Mayra Xiomara
Justice Katherine
Tyler A.m.
Casandra Dawn
Michael Neil Moon
Alyssa Mariel
Matthew Aaron
Griffin
Irene K
Shammari S
Briana Lashante
Lindsey H
John Yohan
Samuel T
John P
Kelsey Jean
Aleck Joel
Colin S
Alexandra Elaina Marie
Summer L
Cedric Orest
Logan Shu
Lacey K.b.
Cody Thomas
Cody Alan
Robert Thomas
Peter Thomas
Hannah J
Katherine Elyse
Isabel Lynn
Andrew Edwin
Julia M
Ruth Erin
Abigail C
Tyler Daniel
Marina Barros
Ny Shae S
Sequoia Lanee
Antonio
Carlos A
Wilson

Hummel
Hummel
Humphrey
Huncosky
Hunt
Ikeda
Jackson
Jackson
Jacobsen
Jajeh
Jamison
Jefferds
Jewison
Jimenez
Jimenez
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Jurane
Kaiser
Karr
Katana
Kay
Keith
Kermgard
Kim
Kimball
Kink
Kircher
Kneifel
Kohrs
Kois
Kornacki
Kostelyna
Kovacs
Kowieski
Kruser
Labagnara
Lancaster
Lang
Langworthy
Larson
Laufenberg
Law
Lehane
Lenzen
Levenick
Lindquist
Litza
Lofftin
Lomack
Lopez Sandoval
Loza
Lu

MATC
MATC
MATC
Concordia
MATC
Case Western Reserve University
Lawrence University
MATC
Work
Edgewood
Work
Carroll Colllege Montana
MATC
MATC
Work
Dubuque
MATC
Work
Work
Phillipines
MATC
work
UW Milwaukee
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
Purdue University
UW Eau Claire
MATC
UW Madison
Work
Winona State University
UW Madison
MATC
UW Eau Claire
UW Madison
UW Stout
Work
Work
MSOE
Work
UW Whitewater
UW Eau Claire
MATC
MATC
Work
UW Whitewater
UW Stevens Point
Undecided
UW Eau Claire
Work
Work
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
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Sabrina Lorene
Mitchell John
Gratia Holmgreen
Nicholas J
Sterling Manuel
John Paul Christian M
Mikael Jamaal
Henry Giles
Claire E
Ryan Callahan
Marlaina Marai
Kate Lan Cui
Wayne M
Mason James
Quincy C
Christina Raye
Megan Elizabeth
Sarah Christine
Tess
Letisha
Taryn Jacob
Mackenzie Taylor
Alexis M
Hunter James
Tatum Shea
Richard
Shomari Unique
Kaitlan Suzanne
Nicole Kathryn
Allman B
Jason Michael
Cleaster Letroy
Natalie Michelle
Grant Stanton
Duncan Garner
Brandon Michael
Jordan L
Reid Shannon

Maicke
Maier
Maloney
Mann
Marte
Martinez
Matthews
Maysack Schlueter
McCarthy
McCarthy
McCaskill
McClenahan
McCoy Jr.
McDermit
McDowell
McFeely
McGrath
McHugh
McKenzie
McKnight
Meixner
Merucci
Meyer
Michels
Miller
Miller
Miller
Moe
Moehring
Moen
Mohoney
Moon
Morel
Morrow
Moss
Mueller
Nabry
Nairn

Cassidy Santana
Garrett Christopher
Nicholas James
Kristin H
Christina Elizabeth
Raul
Lindsey Anne
Daniel S
Da
Reeya Ashokkumar
Danielle Rose
Thomas Anthony
Jennifer Lynn
Roberto Carlos
Matthew
Matthew Scott

Nelson
Nelson
Newburg
Noyes
O'Brien
Ocotl-Xelhua
Olsen
Palacios
Pan
Patel
Patrick
Patton
Percy
Perez Arroyo
Peters
Peters

Edgewood
UW MILWAUKEE
UW La Crosse
Morman Church Mission
MATC
UW Madison
Work
MATC
UW Madison
UW Madison
MATC
UW Stevens Point
Work
MATC
Central Lakes College
Edgewood
MATC
City Year Denver
MATC
MATC
MATC
Edgewood College
UW Whitewater
MATC
MATC
Work
Work
UW Madison
UW Stout
MATC
UW Whitewater
Work
UW Madison
MATC
Work
UW Stevens Point
Work
Work
Global Citizen Year-Eugene Lang
Dual Program
Work
UW Madison
WORK
UW La Crosse
WORK
UW Madison
MARINES
Work
MATC
UW Milwaukee
TRAVEL
Carroll University
Work
MATC
MATC

Anthony Vi-Long
Brady Marshall
Sadhana
Anthony Truel Eugene
Dezarae Monee
Tiago
Tiago
Pan Jun Anne France
Jorden
Jacqueline Cherie'
Mason E
Summer A
Fletcher D
Jacob Ryan
Maria Camila N
Kellen Richard
Brittany Mariah
Ally DeAnn
Natalie June
Mariana
Josephine Mae
Reggie Michael
Hailey Christine
Emily Nicole
Guinevere Louise
Samuel William
Michael John
Albion
Alexander Robert
Alexander Robert
Yohana Alondra
Gabriela Ann
Valerie Monica
Roderick Fabian
Jenny
Manzil
Vinh Lee
Micah Aidan
Selena Caitlyn
Benjamin Roan
Alistair F
Rutvi B
Kateri Anne
Laura Kim
Teara Marie
Ellen Denise
Rama
Samuel Mathias
Max Robert
Meghan Patricia
Alexander Evarist
Sam Huebel
Chetandeep
Heather Lynn
Caroline Elizabeth

Phan
Pierick
Pittala
Pohle
Pollard
Prieto
Prieto
Rader
Radloff
Ramos
Rather
Rawfert
Rehbein
Reiners
Riano
Rice
Richard
Ring
Riopelle
Rivera
Robertson
Roemer
Rogers
Rohn
Rosengren
Rosenthal
Roth
Rrushaj
Sahli
Sahli
Sanchez
Sanchez
Sangster
Santos Martinez
Sao
Sapkota
Sass
Scheller
Scheller
Schewe
Sewell
Shah
Shampo
Sherbeck
Sheriff
Sheskey
Shoukfeh
Shovers
Silber
Silbernagel
Silver
Silverberg
Singh
Slawny
Smith

UW Madison
MATC
UW Madison
Work
Marines
MATC
MATC
MATC
Marquette
MATC
Marquette
MATC
University of Oklahoma
UW Madison
UW Whitewater
University of Boulder, Colorado
Work
UW Platteville
St. Louis University
MATC
UW Madison
St. Norbert College
UW Madison
UW Eau Claire
Work
MATC
UW Madison
MATC
MATC
MATC
MATC
UW Milwaukee
Work
Work
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
MATC
UW Eau Claire
UW Madison
Travel
UW MADISON
Marquette
UW Milwaukee
Work
UW Madison
UW Madison
Tulane
Work
Wartburg
MATC
UW Eau Claire
UW Madison
DePaul
MATC
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Kiara
Nicholas A
Oliver Andrew
Christopher Lawerance
Christopher
Devin Paul
Zoe K.
Tatiera Sha'Ron
Evan Francis
Emily Rose
Emily Ann
Hannah F
Chloe Helen
Emily Allegra
Grant Michael
Brianna Barica
Kevin William
Danielle Leigh
Lauren Alanna
James Martin
Samuel Jacob
Jessica
Rachel Helen
Smeet Snehal
Araceli
Jonathan
Rodney Deshay
Victoria P
Lonan Wesley
Arthur Jack
Houa
Pa Nou Chi
Yang Ching Kong
Keng
Brandon James
Tri (Erik) Le Minh
Elizabeth Marie
Isaac Njojo
Stephanie Ann
Shakara Shanice
Tessandra Lynn
Houa
Wendy
Kwame Oshay
Sao
Ofelia Marisol
Tiffany Nicole
Connor B.
Kathleen Elizabeth
Daniel Riley
Robin Elisabeth
Griffin
Griffin Baxter
Alexyss Breana
Heidi Anne

Smith
Smith
Smith
Somersett Jr.
Soth
Spielman
Sprout
Stamps
Stang
Stangel
Stein
Stein
Steinbach
Stephenson
Stich
Stoffels
Stone
Stroud
Strub
Sullivan
Szotkowski
Ta
Taber
Talati
Tamanis-Calderon
Tapia-Carrillo
Tapp Jr.
Tellez-Giron
Tetting
Tetzner
Thao
Thao
Thao
Thao
Toman
Tran
Tredinnick
Treves
Trinkner
Twyman
Van Ells
Vang
Vang
Vargas
Vathna
Velasco-Cruz
Vinje
Waity
Wall
Wallace
Webb
Webb
Webb
Wedige
Weitz

MATC
UW Milwaukee
Work
Work
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
MATC
UW Madison
Winona State University
MATC
University of Michigan
UW Oshkosh
St. Olaf College
MATC
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
Sydney Australia
UW Madison
UW Madison
Work
Lawrence University
UW Milwaukee
Work
MATC
UW MILWAUKEE
MATC
MATC
Work
MATC
MATC
MATC
UW Madison
UNI
UW Madison
University of Evansville, IN
Princeton
St. Olaf
MATC
MATC
MATC
Work
Work
MATC
Work
MATC
MATC
Loyola University Chicago
Beloit College
Macalester College
MATC
MATC
UW Whitewater
UW Madison

Caroline Grace
Jazmine Monea
Rana Meranda
Matthew W
Sophia Joy
Cheyenne
Darrlyn Darnell
Robert Scott
Zoe Leah
Sunnie Danielle
Daniel Werner
Kaitlin McGough
John Patrick Tyler
Jennifer Ann
Brianna Amber
Claire Kathleen
Angela
Andrew
Jane Christine
Alex J.
Michael James

Werner
Weston
Weyant
Wiedholz
Willer
Williams
Willis
Wilson
Winnowski
Wiswell
Wood
Worman
Wynne
Yefchak
Yeomans
Young
Yu
Zhai
Zhang
Zhu
Ziegler

UW Platteville
Work
Work
UW La Crosse
UW Oshkosh
Work
Pearl River in Miss.
UW Madison
MATC
Grand Valley State University
Work
UW Madison
MATC
Carroll University
MATC
UMN-TC
Carthage College
UW Madison
Yale-NUS in Singapore+
UW Stout
UW Madison

WHERE ARE THEY GOING?

1-4 reported student attending
5-19 reported students attending
20+ reported students attending
40+ reported students attending
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Carroll College
Montana State

ak

UM-Twin Cities
Macalester
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UW-Oshkosh
UW-Stevens Point
Lawrence
St. Norbert College
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St. Olaf
Winona State

U
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UW-La Crosse
UW-Platteville

Yale-National University of Singapore

UC-Boulder

Lakeland College
Carroll Univ

ersity
MSOE
Marquette
ll Univ
Corne
UW-Milwaukee
Grand Valley State
MATC
Luther College
Fashion Institute of Technology
College
Univ of Michigan
Wartburg
New School of Design
Carthage
U of Northern Iowa
Western Michigan
NYU
e
g
e
ll
Co
Notre Dame
Beloit
Princeton University
Case Western
na
ta
s
u
Manchester
Univ
Temple University
Aug
Grinnell
College of Wooster
Loyola
rg
tern DePaul
dbu
wes
Univ of Iowa
San North
l
r
Johns Hopkins University
Purdue
Ca
UW-Whitewater
Wash U. in St. Louis
St. Louis Univ

Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

Univ of Evansville

Duke University
Vanderbilt University

Claremont McKenna College
University of Oklahoma

Arizona State University

Oxford College of Emory

Tulane University

OTHER
Sydney, Australia
City Year, Denver

Undecided
Marine Corps
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Daniella Bosben

By Ruth Lenzen
Three sport athletes are a dying breed and each year we’ve been
getting less of them. To be a three sport athlete one has to participate in
each sport of the season throughout all four years of high school. The
class of 2014 has four students who have done a sport every season since
their freshman year. Daurice Fountain played football in the fall, basketball in the winter, and ran track in the spring. Daurice loved playing
football for Memorial because he got to play the game he loves with his
best friends. Tyler Lindquist played football in the fall, basketball in the
winter, and baseball in the spring. Tyler loved playing basketball, because
they won a lot, and he loved being on the court with the student body
cheering the team on. Will Blanchard ran cross country in the fall, track
in the spring, and played hockey in the winter. Last but most certainly
not least, Kayla Goetz did volleyball in the fall, gymnastics in the winter,
and track in the spring. Kayla says “high school sports were
the best part of high school, and I wouldn’t have had nearly
as much fun at memorial without them.” Congratulations to
Daurice, Tyler, Will, and Kayla for participating in athletics
throughout their high school career, and making them fun to
watch each year.

Favorite class: Advanced reading
techniques
Current sport: Soccer
Career Highlight: State freshman
year
I love soccer because: My teammates
Season goal: State
Other sport: Or nah
Favorite tradition: Skit night
Everyone on the team knows me as
the: Frozen fanatic
Pregame ritual: My mom puts holy
water on me
Pregame playlist: Money in The
Power
Inspirational teammate: Megan
Johnson
Favorite opponent: West
Favorite movie: Frozen
Favorite TV show: Game of Thrones
I describe myself as: Perfect
I look up to: Myself
I can’t live without: My dogs
I wish I could meet: Abby Wambach
Post high school plans: Carol College
On my bucket list: Scuba diving

Amelia Fass
UW- Stevens Point
Cross Country and
Track & Field
John Hornacek
Cal Poly in San
Louis Obispo
Swimming

Daurice Fountain
University of Northern Iowa
Football and Track & Field

Daniella Bosben
Carroll University
Soccer
Quincy McDowell
Mayville State University

Brandon Toman
University of Northern Iowa
Football
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Tyler Lindquist
San Diego City College
Baseball
Ruth Lenzen
UW- Whitewater
Soccer

Sam Brooks
Wartburg College
Cross Country/Track

Annika Harley
Manchester University, IN
Cross Country

Darral Willis
Rearl River, MS
Basketball

Michael Bliss
Macalester College
Soccer

Baseball

by Sam Caravello
It was a season with lots
of ups and downs. For
some of us seniors, it’s
the last season of baseball
we’ll be playing. The team
consists of 9 seniors. Sam
Caravello, Nick Newburg,
Ben Horman, Adam Bihun, Tyler Linquist, Mike
Roth, Sam Kimball, Alex
Fowler and Nate Barge.
Most of us have been
playing together since we
were 12 and this is the
last season. The biggest
highlight of the season for
us seniors would be when
the great Nick Newburg
hit a walk off home run
against edgewood. Always
feels good to beat the rich
kids lol. all in all were
the best senior class to
come through the baseball
program.

Christina McFeely; Getting third place in the discus at conference senior
year.
Claire McCarthy; Latinos Unidos baile
Connor Gregorich-Trevor; Everything about the Advanced Ropes
overnight trip to the school forest..
Daniel James Girkin; Prahm 2k14 :).
Daniella Bosben; Everything about my senior year soccer season..
Danielle Stroud; Beating west senior year in volleyball.
Daurice M Fountain; 2013 start track meet, won the longjump/110hurdles.
Emily Rohn; Freshman year when the basketball team won the state championship in triple overtime.
Emily Stangel; Advanced Ropes Fall 2013.
Evan Stang; Cross Country.
Fletcher Rehbein; Coach Smith falling into a bucket.
Francis Marcus Fennessy III; Cross country.
Gabriela Sanchez; My best high school memory was joining ultimate frisbee with my bff (Gratia).
Gabrielle Grochowski; Beating the West Varsity Volleyball team in 5 games senior year.
Gratia Maloney; All my best high school memories were those spent with the JMM swimmin
women.
Hannah Langworthy; Playing golf with my best friends for 3 years.
Heather Slawny; My best high school memory is winning first place in four different events at the
Madison Memorial Forensics Tournament my junior year.
Henry Maysack; Triple overtime state basketball game freshman year, or beating Middleton on a
buzzer beater junior year.
Hosiyahna Y. Thorn; Boys basketball state 2011.
Hunter Michels; when Osama bin Laden was killed..USA!
Idris Boukahil; 5 months of seeing Mr. Koerner wear his sunglasses indoors.
India Harper; Graduation.
Jacqueline Ramos; Almost every single cast party for the shows that we have done, especially
the cast parties that had Just Dance. Lea Hulsey is the best person to play that with.
Jadyn Donahue-Szudy; Graduating.
Jake Reiners; Either Senior year intrasquad where we came out as a team and did awesome at the
beginning of the season or breaking 17 minutes for the 5k at conference when everyone else was doing
great for our team as well and everyone was super happy and JV won both JV1 and JV2.
Jane Zhang; Getting a half hug from Fitz at prom.
Jennifer Lynn Percy; My last swim meet of junior year where i dropped time on every event and
made personal best in every event i swam.
Jeremy Aaron Gottlieb; Winning conference for skiing.
John Hornacek; When I met Allison Blanchard
John P. Kink; The best high school memory I had was when me and a lot of my friends went on
the Chicago band field trip. It was great time listening to the symphony orchestra and touring the city of
Chicago during the night.
John Paul Martinez; Secretly putting crumbs in Tri Tran’s hair everyday.
Jorden Radloff; Beating Middleton and Verona senior year of football!!!.
Jorge Alonso Santana; Volunteering at the haunted house every year.
Joseph Clark; Skills USA state competitions.
Joshua Falkos; I never thought I would be someone who loved prom. I had much more fun than I
ever dreamed to, and it was one of my favorite evenings so far in my life.
Josie Robertson; Senior Prom and the soccer spaghetti food fight
Julia Fitzgerald; Latinos Unidos Dance junior year.
Kate Larson; Junior prom.
Kate McClnahan; When Mr. Olson let Caitlin Christy and Lacey Bohn and me leave class early to
get BOGO Culver’s concrete mixers!
Katie Moe; Sophomore year.
Kayla Goetz; Senior Prom.
Kelsey Kircher; Having met such truly and genuinely incredible friends.
Kiefer Baumbach; Getting to see Mr. Raabe’s shining face every day. :).
Lauren Strub; Social Dance final showcase 2k14
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Abigail Levenick-- In 10 years I see myself married,
finished with medical school, working on finishing my
residency, and doing my best to build a successful life
and future for both me and my family.
Alexandra Kois-- I see myself still being a huge dork
and probably like wearing lab goggles and gloves and
blowing stuff up or something.
Alexyss Wedige-- In 10 years I see myself as a
physical therapist, and maybe have my own practice
by then. And if not, have my own family started.
Alistair Sewell-- Sitting on a couch with my 19 cats
wondering what happened to the last ten years.
Allison Holmes-- Somewhere warm!
Alyssa Diaczun-- Living in a beautiful house on the
side of water with a PhD in Physical Therapy.
Amelia Fass-- I would love to be working as a park
ranger or game warden for the National Park service,
WI-DNR or for Canada’s National Park system. I also
see myself running a Tough Mudder, a marathon and
completing a NOLS Backpacking course.
Andrew Zhai-- Enjoying life, married, and finding a
way to cure cancer
Andy Gray-- Either on the cover of a Wheaties box or
somewhere in New Zealand; it has to be at least one of
the two.
Angela Yu-- Living in the UK hopefully interning or
working for the BBC.
Annelise Smithmier Bohn-- Happy. Where ever I
am, I fully intend to do everything to make my life as
happy as possible.
Annika Harley-- Living with a tribe of indigenous
penguins in Antarctica.
Ben Horman-- Being on the U.S. ultimate team.
Bob Wilson-- Cairo, where it all began.
Bradley M. Gillman-- In a mirror.
Brandon Mueller-- I see myself somewhere in the
woods, living in a log cabin, marrying, raising a
family, and studying the wildlife around me.
Brianna A Yeomans-- In ten years I see myself being
a paramedic in a big city like San Francisco.
Brianna Barica Stoffels-- Working with abused and
underpriveleged and at risk kids. And abused animals.
Bryce Hefty-- Reading, running, and working...that
seems kinda dull. Maybe I’ll write also...oh, and take
up skydiving.
Bryce Marlton Danielson-- As a 3 point specialist in
the NBA
Caitlin Christy-- Teaching elementary school!
Caroline Werner-- Hopefully married and traveling
the world while figuring out what I want to do
Cassidy Nelson-- I hope to be working for a nonprofit organization in a really cool city doing really
cool things for really cool people.
Cedric Kostelyna-- Hopefully back at a high school
somewhere teaching english classes.
Chetandeep Singh-- Very very near you.
Chloe Steinbach-- I see myself in ten years living in
San Antonio, Texas.
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Christelle Cayton-- Watching Netflix. In a mansion.
By the beach. Somewhere warm.
Christina McFeely-- Doing something I love
Connor Gregorich-Trevor-- Somewhere I love,
doing a job I love doing.
Daniel James Girkin-- Somewhere warmer.....
Daniella Bosben-- Hopefully with a rich husband and
working as a physical therapists.
Danielle Stroud-- Living in another country.
Daurice M Fountain-- I see myself successful and
hopefully having a wife and kids
Elyse Hoffmann-- I see myself still being totally
awesome. peace. one love.
Emily Rohn-- Laying on the beach :)
Emily Stangel-- Living life to the fullest
Emily Stephenson-- Walking my cat on the beach.
Sun shining and drink in hand.
Evan Stang-- The Bahamas
Fletcher Rehbein-- King of the world
Florence Labreche-- I see myself surround by people
i like, enjoying every moments whatever i will do at
that time and wherever i will be.  I don’t like to plan
too much my life but i’m up for anything !
Francis Marcus Fennessy III-- On an adventure.
Gabriela Sanchez-- I see myself living somewhere
tropical with my hubby.
Gabrielle Grochowski-- Having a successful career, a
husband and children.
Gratia Maloney-- I see myself living with Gabby and
her hubby somewhere tropical. ;)
Hannah Langworthy-- Living in California with a
job in business
Heather Slawny-- Probably watching Netflix.
Heidi Weitz-- Drinking Starbucks
Henry Maysack-- I see myself living a happy,
successful life doing what I love to do.
Henry Maysack-- Living a happy, successful life.
Hosiyahna Y. Thorn-- Living some place warm :)
Hunter Michels-- Sittin on a boat makin millions
Idris Boukahil-- Regretting my decision of a major.
India Harper-- Having a PhD in psychology.  Living
in the east cost or south. Having tons of money and the
best weave 💁
Jacqueline Ramos-- Hopefully I’ll be surrounded by
people I love, doing something worthwhile.
Jacqueline Ramos-- Hopefully I’ll be surrounded by
people I love, doing something worthwhile.
Jadyn Donahue-Szudy-- Pitbull’s backup dancer
Jake Reiners-- Hopefully happy and successful. I see
my self still running, probably marathons, and helping
out with a local high school’s running program.
James Arthur Arbaje-- Kickin’ it.
Jane Zhang-- I will be travelling the world, eating
all kinds of food, taking lots of naps, and making
boatloads of money.
Jennifer Lynn Percy-- Alive and working in as a
nurse somewhere out of madison
Jeremy Aaron Gottlieb-- Graduated from medical

school, working as a doctor, either in the US or
volunteering abroad.
John P. Kink-- I hope to see myself still in Madison
Wisconsin, sharing my life with a loving girlfriend
(or maybe wife), a roof over my head, two cars and
an great paying and fulfilling career in science or
medicine.
John Paul Martinez-- Become a stingray.
Jonas Gomez-- I’ll be on some entrepreneurial
endeavor.
Jorden Radloff-- Being a physicians assistant
Jorge Alonso Santana-- In 10 years I will be a
successful engineer with an amazing family.
Joseph Clark-- I see myself working to protect the
environment as a DNR Conservation Warden.
Joshua Falkos-- I’m planning on studying
criminology, so I’ll probably be in law enforcement.
Josie Robertson-- Probably eating
Julia Fitzgerald-- In a different country
Kate Larson-- Having traveled all over the world
Kate McClnahan-- I see myself working as a lobbyist
or politicians aid.
Kathleen Wall-- Being a spy and owning a hammock
and a trampoline.
Katie Alley-- Somewhere warm.
Katie Moe-- Travelling, helping, and having a blast.
Kayla Goetz-- Vine famous
Kelsey Kircher-- I hope to be a well-traveled,
sophisticated lady who is completely enamored with
her career, has afternoon tea with Adele, and spends
her spare time tending to a tulip garden with her
husband, Theo James.
Kiefer Baumbach-- Hopefully working for a
professional sports organization in it’s marketing
department.
Lexi Meyer-- Teaching high school English
Lizzy Huncosky-- In 10 years I see myself married,
driving a red convertible mustang, and teaching at an
Elementary School,
Logan Ginther-- Hopefully as a Physical Therapist
Logan Kovacs-- As a physical therapist hopefully
traveling the world
Lorence Ayag-- Retired or still in the Marine Corps....
Hahaha hopefully retired!
Mackenzie Femrite-- Happily engaged to a man
almost as successful as myself.
Mackenzie Merucci-- Teaching and running the
drama program at an elementary school
Maria Riano-- I see myself as a successful lawyer,
with a big family and beautiful house.
Marissa Herman-- On vacation somewhere warm
Monika Ford-- Honestly, no idea.
Nathan Barge-- Hopefully living on my own, being
able to drive, finished with college, and having a job
that fits for me.
Nick Debner-- In my mom’s basement, finalizing my
plans to take over the world
Ofelia Marisol Velasco Cruz-- I see myself in the
future working in my dream job as a Chef at an Italian
Restaurant.

Patrick John Grimmer-- Whoa man. Future tripping.
Rachel Jefferds-- Working with animals
Rachel Taber-- Out of med school hopefully interning
in a hospital
Rutvi Shah-- Hopefully completing my residency
Ryan David Bruesewitz-- Where the wild things are
Ryan Hamel-- Working in art
Ryan McCarthy-- As a market analyst for Goldman
Sachs or Merrill Lynch.
Sadhana Pittala-- Working as a UN Diplomat
Sam Brooks-- Grad school or Peace Corps
Sam Caravello-- Sitting on a boat with lots of money
and good looking women.
Sam Shovers-- Residency
Sam Rosenthal-- I see myself as an animator, working
either independently or at an animation studio.
Sam Szotkowski-- On top.
Sarah McHugh-- Happy
Sean Bruesewitz-- Makin racks with Chief Keef
Selena Scheller-- I see myself supporting a family
with a job that I enjoy.
sophia de waard-- in a 3 bedroom 4 bath townhouse
married to someone funny and in a book club that
meets weekly for martinis
Sylvan Gu-- Doing something in the arts/
entertainment.
Taylor Alt-Nachreiner-- Living in Colorado.
Tri Tran-- Owning a sheep farm in the rolling hills of
New Zealand with Logan Ginther. Every morning, we
would put on our togas and birkenstocks, and play our
fiddle and bagpipe to the sheep, and then retreat back
to our cabin. And we would occasionally taking fishi
Tyler Johnson-- I see myself graduated from college
and having a good career and playing ultimate on a
professional team
Victoria Carter-- Working at Memorial as a Special
Education Teacher, being married to someone
amazing, and possibly a child. OR I will be living
in Europe working for the army. Either path I take I
know I will be successful in whatever I do.
Will Blanchard-- Working in business or law, happy,
and climbing mountains somewhere.
Zoe Sprout-- Princess of Genovia
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Abigail Levenick-- “Our lives are defined by
opportunities, even the ones we miss.” - F. Scott
Fitzgerald
Alexandra Kois-- “Fluorine uranium carbon potassium
bismuth technetium helium sulfur germanium thulium
oxygen neon yttrium.” - Jessica Lee
Alexyss Wedige-- “It is during our darkest moments that
we must focus to see the light.” - Aristotle
Allison Holmes-- “Perfectionism may look good in his
shiny shoes, but he’s a little bit of an asshole, and no one
invites him to their pool parties.” - Ze Frank
Alyssa Diaczun-- “Be so happy that when others look at
you, they become happy too.”
Amelia Fass-- “The very basic core of a man’s living
spirit is his passion for adventure. The joy of life comes
from our encounters with new experiences, and hence
there is no greater joy than to have an endlessly changing
horizon, for each day to have a new and different sun.” Chris McCandless (Into the Wild)
Andrew Zhai-- “Work like you don’t need the money, love
like you’ve never been hurt, and dance like you do when
nobody’s watching.” - Satchel Paige
Andy Gray-- “If more of us valued food and cheer and
song above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier world.”
- J.R.R. Tolkien
Angela Yu-- “All grown ups were children once... But few
of them remember it.” - Antoine de Saint Exupery (The
Little Prince)
Annelise Smithmier Bohn-- “You...are a terribly real
thing in a terribly false world, and that, I believe, is why
you are in so much pain.” -Emilie Autumn
Annika Harley-- “You must be the change you wish to
see in the world”-Ghandi
Ben Horman-- “Nothing was the same” - Jim Sullivan
Benjamin Plotkin Gellman-Bob Wilson-- “Life is hard sometimes but never give
up life is short and long but you never know what could
happen later in your future live your life!” - Jordan Sao
Bradley M. Gillman-- “Freshman year my plan was to
climb into a black hole and live forever.” -Nathan Eckerle
Brandon Mueller-- If you ain’t first, you’re last!- Ricky
Bobby
Brianna A Yeomans-- “ Follow Your Arrow Wherever It
Points”- Kacey Musgraves
Brianna Barica Stoffels-- “Evil beware - we have
waffles.” - Teen Titans
Brittany Esser-- “Promise me that you will always
remember that you are braver than you believe stronger
than you seem and smarter than you think.” - Winnie-thepooh
Bryce Hefty-- “Sometimes you got to think with your
head, not your mind.” -Sam Brooks
Bryce Marlton Danielson-- “I ride my bicycle all the
time. There’s one thing about my bicycle. I’m riding, I’m
riding, I’m riding. And no matter how tired I start to get,
it’s never about this pedal I’m pedaling, it’s
about the next pedal, and if you can get to that
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next one, your bike will keep moving.” - Ray Lewis
Caitlin Christy-- Be yourself; everyone else is
already taken. -Oscar Wilde
Caroline Werner-- “Don’t forget to remember me.”
Cassidy Nelson-- Strength does not come from
physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will.
- Mahatma Gandhi
Cedric Kostelyna-- “The only thing we have to fear is
fear itself”- Franklin Roosevelt
Chetandeep Singh-- “He who forgives ends all
arguments.” - African proverb
Christina McFeely-- “Believe you can and you’re
halfway there.” - Theodore Roosevelt
Christelle Cayton-- “It’s just a flesh wound.”
- Black Knight
Connor Gregorich-Trevor-- “Units are what give
numbers. . . personality.”- Ben Schewe
Daniel James Girkin-- “Teen drinkin is very bad.” J-Kwon
Daniella Bosben-- “A certain darkness is needed to see
the stars” - Osho
Danielle Stroud-- “Well-behaved women seldom make
history.” - Laurel Thatcher Ulrich
Daurice M Fountain-- “I can do all things through Christ
who strengthens me.”
Elyse Hoffmann-- “A day without sunshine, is like, you
know, night.” - Steve Martin
Emily Stephenson-- “No time to marry, no time to settle
down; I’m a young woman, and I ain’t done runnin’
around.” - Bessie Smith/Katie Alley
Evan Stang-- “I just spent four Ferraris on a Bugatti
because it’s something to do.”
Francis Marcus Fennessy III-- “These aren’t the droids
you’re looking for.” - Obi-Wan Kenobi
Gabriela Sanchez-- “Just keep swimming” - Dory
Gratia Maloney-- “Life isn’t all razor scooters and light
up shoes.” - Josh Peck
Hannah Langworthy-- “In three words I can sum up
everything I’ve learned about life: it goes on.”
-Robert Frost
Hayato Ikeda-- “Keep your eyes on the prize, but not on
other people’s prizes.” - Fitz
Heidi Weitz-- “What do you think I am, dumb or
somethin’?” - Lina Lamont
Henry Maysack-- “The pen is mightier than the sword,
but a pen with a sword makes a king - Cheo Hodari Coker
Hunter Michels-- “PYAAH” - Hunter Michels
Idris Boukahil-- “Soooooooooooooooooooooooo...”
- Mr. Vander Ark
Jadyn Donahue-Szudy-- “I don’t want yo man, cause I
got it like that.” - Missy Elliot
Jake Reiners-- “You could have been out faster”- Casey
Hopp
James Arthur Arbaje-- “It’s levels” - Meek Mill
Jane Zhang-- “Because there’s nothing more beautiful
than the way the ocean refuses to stop kissing the
shoreline, no matter how many times it’s sent away.”
-Sarah Kay
Jennifer Lynn Percy-- “The future depends on what we
do in the present” - Mahatma Gandhi
Jeremy Aaron Gottlieb-- “Accept who you are; and revel
in it.” - Mitch Albom (Tuesdays With Morrie)
John Hornacek-- “Just As the jellyfish roam the ocean

every persons soul looks for a place in this world” - Wise
Nathan
John P. Kink-- “You’re not obligated to win. You’re
obligated to keep trying. To the best you can do
everyday.” - Jason Mraz
John Paul Martinez-- “Can you feel it, Mr. Krabs?”
- Spongebob Squarepants
Jonas Gomez-- “I’m not a businessman; I’m a Business,
man”- Jay-Z
Jorden Radloff-- “I can accept failure, everyone fails
at something. But I can’t accept not trying.” - Michael
Jordan
Jorge Alonso Santana-- “Pika pika” - Pikachu
Joe Clark-- “Two roads diverged in a yellow wood, And
sorry I could not travel both, And be one traveler, long I
stood, And looked down one as far as I could, To where it
bent in the undergrowth; I shall be telling this with a sigh,
Somewhere ages and ages hence: Two roads diverged in a
wood, and I— I took the one less traveled by,
And that has made all the difference.” - Robert Frost
Josie Robertson-- “Just keep swimming” -Dory
Julia Fitzgerald-- “Live as if you were to die tomorrow.
Learn as if you were to live forever.” -Mahatma Gandhi
Kate Larson-- “Reserving judgement is a matter of
infinite hope.” - F. Scott Fitzgerald
Kate McClnahan-- “All I know is that I gotta be where
my heart says I ought to be” ~Ben Folds Five
Katie Alley-- “I’m afraid of the quick judgments and
mistakes that everybody makes. You can’t fix them without
time. I’m afraid of seeing snapshots instead of movies.”
- Bailey, Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants by Ann
Brashares
Katie Moe-- “It’s better to be hated for who you are than
loved for who you’re not” - Anonymous
Kayla Goetz-- “Haha okay.” - Madeline Haut
Kelsey Kircher-- “Don’t cry because it’s over, smile
because it happened.” - Dr. Seuss
Kiefer Baumbach-- “Give 110%. That’s 10 more than
100 boys!” - Tri Tran
Lexi Meyer-- “It matters not what someone is born, but
what they grow up to be. - JK Rowling
Lindsey Kermgard-- “When life gives you speed bumps,
you just have to make the best of the situation and remind
yourself of all the wonderful things about life.”
-My Grandma Lorel
Lizzy Huncosky-- “Make good decisions.” - Bruce
Dahmen
Logan Ginther-- “I love lamp.” — Brick Tamland
Logan Kovacs-- “Be kind, for everyone you meet is
fighting a harder battle.” - Plato
Lorence Ayag-- “Life is not measured by the number of
breaths we take but by the moments that take our breath
away.”
Mackenzie Femrite-- “It’s never that serious.” - Sophia
de Waard
Mackenzie Merucci-- “Who you are is what you are and
that is beautiful” - Gabrielle Aplin
Madeline Goode-- “It’s
been goode.” - Madeline
Goode
Maddie Haut-- Welcome
to Illyria... welcome
welcome welcome welcome

welcome welcome to Illyria!” - David Cross
Maria Riano-- “Everything happens for a
reason.”
Marissa Herman-- “I’m basically a teenage
heartthrob now” - Colin Kohrs
Monika Ford-- “I can’t go back to yesterday
because I was a different person then.” - Lewis
Carroll (Alice in Wonderland)
Nick Debner-- “I should’ve warned you about
crawling!” - Spongebob Squarepants
Nick Newburg-- “A Caterpie may change into
a Butterfree, but the heart that beats inside
remains the same.” - Brock
Ofelia Marisol Velasco Cruz-- “Time is too
slow for those who wait, too fast for those who
fear, too long for those who suffer,too short for
those who celebrate but for those who love, time
is eternal.” - Henry Van Dyke
Patrick John Grimmer-- “Hold up wait a
minute, y’all thought I was finished?!” - Robert
Williams
Rachel Jefferds-- “Happiness is a warm
puppy.” - Charles M. Schulz
Rachel Taber-- “Ca vient de la rue”
Rutvi Shah-- “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn
as if you were to live forever.” - Mahatma Gandhi
Ryan David Bruesewitz-- “FBGM” - Winston Churchill
Ryan McCarthy-- “Turn up and never not turn up.” Lorence Ayag
Sadhana Pittala-- “And though she be but little, she is
fierce.” - Shakespeare
Sam Brooks-- “To give anything less than your best is to
sacrifice the gift” - Steve Prefontaine
Sam Caravello-- “The nice guy always gets shafted”
- Yoda
Sam Shovers-- “Well I’m the best corner in the game!
When you try me with a sorry receiver like Crabtree,
that’s the result you gon’ get! Don’t you ever talk about
me!” - Richard Sherman
Sam Rosenthal-- “Don’t Panic.” - Douglas Adams
Sam Szotkowski-- “You miss 100% of the shots you don’t
take. -Wayne Gretzky” - Michael Scott
Sean Bruesewitz-- “Dang, I hate being sober” - Chief
Keef
Selena Scheller-- “Are you still hungry... Be honest.”
- Zoe Winnowski
Sophia de Waard-- “It’s never that serious”
Sylvan Gu-- “Nobody can tell me where I can and can’t
go.” - Kanye West
Taylor Alt-Nachreiner-- “I don’t know what that is”
- Nathan Barge
Tri Tran-- “The weather is 82 degrees. Balmy. We head
over to the beach- babes everywhere.” - Will Conley
“Jeezy says ‘keep the lambo’ and I wave to the babes on
my way home.” - Will Conley
Tyler Johnson-- “Always do your best. What you plant
now, you will harvest later.” - Og Mandino
Victoria Carter-- “There are not bad days. There are
only good and great days.” - The Grandmaster
Will Blanchard-- “Whether you think you can or you
think you can’t, you’re right.” - Henry Ford
Zoe Sprout-- “Let’s Freaking Get It” - Minions
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June Grad

Horoscopes

by Madeline Haut

Cancer (June 21 - Jul 22) It’s time
to move on in your life. This means gaining
new love or leaving your old love. Most high
school sweethearts don’t last unfortunately
and if you’re both heading in separate directions it’s going to be extremely hard but long distance
relationships can work. If not, let go and start again. You
are going to meet soooooo many people and there truly
are many fish in the sea! Go out and socialize and have a
good time. It will take your mind off of everything of your
past and help you move toward your future.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sept 22) No matter

what you’re doing after high school, you are
going to need to move out of your parents’
house…unless you want to be THAT guy.
The thought of moving out if terrifying but
it’s an inevitable part of life. It takes lots of preparation
so make sure you schedule time for packing, otherwise
the stress will take over. Only bring the stuff you REALLY want or need to your new home or the clutter of high
school trinkets will be too much to handle. Good luck!

Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21) Graduation

means GRAD PARTIES! Grad parties are
awesome because you get to hang out with
your friends, say goodbye to old classmates,
discover everyone’s future plans…and who
doesn’t like free food??? It’s going to start heating up so
make sure you wear something that will allow you to cool
off, grad parties are outside and fairly crowded! Make a
schedule with your friends or on your own on what time
you want to go to each party for what day because many
overlap. Stuff your face with pulled pork and have fun! It
could be your final goodbye.

Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19) Now that

it’s summer start planning for your summer
activities. Plan to go tanning, boating, tubing,
anything! Just get outside and be active. There
are many places you can go for free fun such
as the zoo, wingra beach, the park, downtown (union,
capitol, Overture Center, Monona Terrace, etc.) Get a
group of friends together and go on a road trip to Colorado or even just up north to a beach. There are endless
opportunities to have fun in the sun.

Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20) YOU’RE
DONE WITH HIGH SCHOOL, CONGRATS!!!!! YOU DID IT EVEN THOUGH
YOU DIDN’T THINK IT WAS POSSIBLE!
YAY!!!!

Gemini (May 21 - June 20) College is all
about new beginnings and figuring out what
to do with your life. During the next few
years of your life, it’s time to start thinking
about starting a career. It sounds scary but it
doesn’t have to be! Pick something you love
you do and make a career out of it! There are SO many
jobs out there that you would never imagine being a job!
There is a job that is called an “Ice Cream Taster” (food
scientist) that pays an average of $56,000 a year. Not
too bad for stuffing your face with a frozen treat. Start
researching!

Leo (July 23 - Aug 22) High school

sports are ending and school is winding
down. In order to stay in shape, make a summer fitness calendar. Work out every other
day or just three days a week. Write down the
exercises you will do. It’s good to mix together
strength training with cardio. Put a good play list together
to get you pumped up and get outside. You can tan and
bulk up. Perfect!
Libra (Sept 23 - Oct 22) Not going to
college is a great way to get some work experience in, grow your bank account, figure out
what you want to do, or travel! If you feel that
taking a gap year is right for you, then go for
it! Don’t let others influence your decision because this
is your time to grow and mature and figure out who you
want to be. No one’s opinion matters. Make sure you have
a set plan of what you are going to do though because
some people who take a gap year or don’t go to college
ever end up flopping from laziness. Make sure you don’t
spend your days sleeping, eating, and watching TV.

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21) You’re

graduating! This means you have the ceremony coming right around the corner. Make sure
you where the proper attire. No flip flops, long
pants and dress shoes for guys, and make sure
you look sharp. Girls, I would suggest not wearing heals
unless you are REALLY comfortable walking in them
because they could cause you to look awkward walking
across the stage or even cause a stumble and you would
never live that down. It’s a sentimental day so take it all in.
You only get one high school graduation.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18) You’re

going to be on your own with finances from
now on so be smart. Work and save your
money in your bank account. If you don’t
know how all the financial things work, you
can take a class, ask your parents, or look up things online. When going shopping, carry cash rather than a card
so that you are not as tempted to just charge the clothing.

First Name

James
Kiefer
Annelise
Daniella
Idris
Sam
Ryan David
Sean
Sam
Victoria
Christelle
Joseph
Bryce
Sophia
Nick
Alyssa
Jadyn
Amelia
Mackenzie
Marcus
Julia
Monika
Daurice
Bradley M.
Logan
Kayla
Andy
Patrick John
Gabrielle
Sylvan
India
Madeline
Marissa
Elyse
Ben
John
Hayato
Rachel
Tyler
Kelsey
Alexandra
Cedric
Marina
Gratia
John Paul
Henry
Ryan
Nick
Jennifer
Jorden
Fletcher
Jake
Josie
Gabriela
Selena
Sam
Zoe
Evan
Emily
Emily
Sam
Rachel
Tri
Heidi
Caroline
Angela
Jane

Last Name

Arbaje
Baumbach
Bohn
Bosben
Boukahil
Brooks
Bruesewitz
Bruesewitz
Caravello
Carter
Cayton
Clark
Danielson
de Waard
Debner
Diaczun
Donahue-Szudy
Fass
Femrite
Fennessy
Fitzgerald
Ford
Fountain
Gillman
Ginther
Goetz
Gray
Grimmer
Grochowski
Gu
Harper
Haut
Herman
Hoffmann
Horman
Hornacek
Ikeda
Jefferds
Johnson
Kircher
Kois
Kostelyna
Litza
Maloney
Martinez
Maysack
McCarthy
Newburg
Percy
Radloff
Rehbein
Reiners
Robertson
Sanchez
Scheller
Shovers
Sprout
Stang
Stangel
Stephenson
Szotkowski
Taber
Tran
Weitz
Werner
Yu
Zhang

Not So Secret Crush

Evan Stang
Paul Martinez;)
You. Yes, you. The one reading this. I love you. Surprise.
Carly Wilson
Michael Meyer
Gretchen Greene
Heidi Weitz, Reggie Roemer, Caryn Mueller, Ms. Cleveland
T-Mack tha bae
Megan Johnson
Never telling!
Socca Spice
Cassidy Nelson
Josephine
Joe Hoffmann
Icee Girl
Enrique Iglesias and Austin Mahone
Mike Roth
Jake Reiners
Oliver King
Andrea Gottlieb
Lorence Ayag
Mack Fem
Caroline Smith
Katy Sullivan
Meghan Elmes
Blake Komplin
Mrs. Pitt
My favorite flavor of crush is orange.
Chris Evans and Chris Hemsworth
Emma Stone
hmmm Jarrett
Macrae Robertson

Dakota Jensen
Connor Waity
Jen Roth
Allison Blanchard
Peter Yang
Emily Stangel
Jennifer Percy
Prince William, regardless of his bald spot.
Connor Sell
Emily Hubbard...shhh (its a secret)
Brandon Toman
Gabby Sanchez
Mr. Camosy
Sydney Moore
Katie Christensen
Gretchen Hartlieb
Johnny Depp
Hayden Panettiere
Your mother
Amelia Fass
Josh Blumenstein
Gratia Maloney
Ryan Gosling
Daniella Bosben
Jake Ferguson
Phil Sorge
Will Caldwell
Cassidy Nelson duh
Ms. Yahr ;)
Katie Moe
Jeremy Gartland's sister
Fletcher Rehbein
Alex Sahli
Lisa Stec
FOOD

10 RULES TO
LEADING A
STUDENT
SECTION FOR
FUTURE
SENIORS
By Mitchel Maier
1. Go all out; wear the theme
from head to toe!
2. Be loud, no matter if you’re
the only one there.
3. Wear the theme to school,
by wearing the theme to school
you will hype up the game
and make more people come.
4. Don’t be on your phone
the whole game.
5. Choose wisely who you
want in the front row.
6. Cheer for Reggie, even though he
doesn’t play anymore.
7. Tell your friends to tell their
friends to come, the more people at
the game, then better.
8. Use Facebook and Twitter to get
fans more excited about the game.
9. Know all the cheers!
10. Have Swag

Horoscopes Continued...
Aries (Mar 21 - April 19) Congrats! You

graduated and you’re now taking the next step.
You’re all grown up and heading off to college
and it’s time to be responsible. Make a list of
things that you need to do before college such
as placement tests and packing. Also make a list of things
you need to buy for your room such as a mini fridge, microwave (if allowed), and bed sheets. If you have a roommate already, coordinate what to bring with him or her.
If he or she brings an alarm clock for the two of you, then
you can bring the laundry basket. Plan ahead!

Taurus (April 20 - May 20) College is

DEFINITELY not cheap so it’s time for you to
get a job! Summer jobs are some of the best
jobs because it’s only three months and there
are a lot of options. Working at a golf course
is a great option because it pays well (lots of tips) and you
get to have fun in the sun. If you love swimming, being
a life guard is a great job! It’s rewarding and has reasonable hours. You do need to take a class and get a guarding
license. Invest your time wisely and work hard.
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Your Full Name
Alexandra Kois
Alistair Sewell
Allison Holmes
Alyssa Diaczun
Amelia Fass
Andrew Zhai
Andy Gray
Angela Yu
Angela Yu
Angelina Flynn
Annelise Smithmier Bohn
Annika Harley
Ben Horman
Bob Wilson
Bradley M. Gillman
Brandon Mueller
Brianna A Yeomans
Brianna Barica Stoffels
Brittany Esser
Bryce Hefty
Bryce Danielson
Caitlin Christy
Caroline Werner
Cassidy Nelson
Cedric Kostelyna
Chetandeep Singh
Christelle Cayton
Christina McFeely
Claire Kathleen Young
Connor Gregorich-Trevor
Daniella Bosben
Danielle Stroud
Daurice M Fountain
Elyse Hoffmann
Emily Rohn
Emily Stangel
Emily Stephenson
Emma Brunette
Evan Stang
Fletcher Rehbein
Florence Labreche
Francis Marcus Fennessy III
Gabriela Sanchez
Gabrielle Grochowski
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What club, sport, or activity did you enjoy the most
while in high school?
Karate
Musical
Cross Country
Cross Country and Student Voice
Cross Country
Science Olympiad
Musicals
Forensics
Forensics
Volleyball
Photography
Cross Country
Ultimate
Ultimate Frisbee
Men's Swimming
Boy's Soccer
Forensic Science
Spirit Day
Softball
Cross Country
Varsity Basketball
Forensics
Softball
DDAF!
Homecoming dances
Link crew
Cross Country
Track and Field
Volleyball
Cross Country
Varsity soccer
Volleyball
Football
Spartan News!
Softball
Rocks and Ropes, Rowing, Canstruction
Tennis all the way
Cross Country
Cross Country
Baseball
Cross Country and Musical
Cross Country
Swimming
Volleyball and Track

Gratia Maloney
Hannah Langworthy
Hayato Ikeda
Heather Slawny
Heidi Weitz
Henry Maysack
Hunter Michels
Idris Boukahil
India Harper
Jacqueline Ramos
Jacqueline Ramos
Jake Reiners
James Arthur Arbaje
Jane Zhang
Jennifer Lynn Percy
Jeremy Aaron Gottlieb
John Hornacek
John Paul Martinez
Jorden Radloff
Jorge Alonso Santana

Ultimate Frisbee
Golf
Boys Soccer
Drama/Forensics
Musical
Lacrosse for sure, hands down.
Baseball
Sword and Shield
Black Student Union
DDAF
DDAF
Cross country
Cross Country
Forensics
JMM Swimming
Social Justice Book Group
Swimming
Lacrosse & Track and Field
Football
Soccer during lunch

Joseph Clark
Joshua Falkos
Josie Robertson
Julia Fitzgerald
Kate McClnahan
Kathleen Wall
Katie Alley
Katie Moe
Kayla Goetz

JMM Soccer,Stage Crew, Engineering Club, Skills USA
Rowing for Camp Randall Rowing Club
Soccer
JV Basketball
JMM Swimming
Cross Country
Soccer and Social Justice Book Group
Hockey
Volleyball

Kelsey Kircher
Kiefer Baumbach
Laura Sherbeck
Lexi Meyer
Lindsey Kermgard
Lizzy Huncosky
Logan Ginther
Logan Kovacs
Mackenzie Femrite
Mackenzie Merucci
Marissa Herman
Monika Ford
Nathan Barge
Nick Newburg
Patrick John Grimmer
Rachel Jefferds

Ceramics, Cross Country, and Social Justice Book Club
Lacrosse
Cross Country
Basketball
Cross Country
Pep band and Ultimate Frisbee
Lacrosse and Football
Spartans Committed
Soccer
DDAF
Stage Crew
Student Voice
Baseball
Baseball
Bicken back bein' bool
Cross Country

Rachel Taber
Rutvi Shah
Ryan David Bruesewitz
Ryan Hamel
Ryan McCarthy
Sadhana Pittala
Sam Brooks
Sam Caravello
Sam Rosenthal
Sam Shovers
Sam Szotkowski
Sean Bruesewitz
Sylvan Gu
Taylor Alt-Nachreiner
Tri Tran
Tyler Johnson
Victoria Carter
Zoe Sprout

Managing
Tennis
Football
Badgerbots Robotics
Guy Girl 2k13
Forensics
Ultimate frisbee
Baseball
Art club
Peer Partners and Ultimate
Swim Team
State basketball 3 OT game freshman year
Cross Country
Golf with coach dale
Lacrosse, Art classes, going to athletic events
Ultimate Frisbee
Peer Partners
Softball

Lexi Meyer; Sitting in study hall every
morning of second semester sophomore year,
getting to know my best friend better. We would
run errands for our teacher and draw up plans
for our dream dorm room at our dream college.
Lindsey Kermgard; Summer
running club with my cross country
teammates. I had so much fun
spending my summers with such a
great group of girls, and I especially
enjoyed when we rewarded ourselves by
playing in the field sprinklers or going out
for
ice cream after our runs. These are memories I will cherish for many years to come.
Lizzy Huncosky; Freshman year winning boys state basketball tournament in triple overtime!
Logan Ginther; Spending the month of August and all of fall playing Football with my boys.
Logan Kovacs; Meeting so many amazing people and teachers.
Lorence Ayag; Seeing all of my friends everyday :).
Madeline Haut; Dancing to “Like A G6”
Maria Riano; my favorite high school memories are the all the ones I made outside of high school these
last 4 years, surrounded with great people and loving family.
Marissa Herman; I have always felt so much love at Memorial. Even though it’s a bit weird for a best
memory I will always carry with me the love and support I received from both friends and staff after a family
death this year.
Mitchell Maier; Homecoming Junior year
Nathan Barge; Watching the basketball team win state my freshman year.
Nick Debner; Winning state in Ultimate and winning the 2nd Annual FBLA Dodgeball Tournament.
Nick Newburg; My walk off homerun against Edgewood my senior year.
Ofelia Marisol Velasco Cruz; My best high school memory when my friends celebrate my birthday
at school.
Patrick John Grimmer; Winning the state table tennis tournament my senior year.
Rachel Taber; Katie Moe tripping on a fan and falling on her face in the math hallway freshman year.
Rutvi Shah; Sampling the delicious baked goods for the Calc BC bake-off!
Ruth Lenzen; Going to all the basketball games and Varsity Soccer all four years
Ryan David Bruesewitz; Spring Break in PCB with the guys.
Ryan McCarthy; Junior year Homecoming night.
Sadhana Pittala; Forensics State 2014.
Sam Brooks; Hosting Giovanni Serusi.
Sam Caravello; Prom night senior year with Zoe Sprout.
Sam Shovers; Seeing the growth of Peer Partners.
Samuel William Rosenthal; Winning the Visioneers design challenge 4 years in a row, as well as winning
an award in the film fest.
Sarah McHugh; Advanced ropes class:).
Sean Bruesewitz; Dancing with the poms team for #guygirl2K13.
Selena Scheller; Finishing my 2nd semester final of chemistry and knowing I was done with that class forever..
Sophia de Waard; Senior prom, a good night with great friends.
Sylvan Gu; Beating Benjamin Plotkin Gellman in a bake-off with a bag of cabbage.
Taylor Alt-Nachreiner; March madness with all my friends in Mr. Raabe’s room.
Tri Tran; Meeting new people, making new friends, and participating in all of the exciting school events.
Tyler Johnson; My first layout score after I was out for 6 weeks for my broken collar bone.
Victoria Carter; I have too many memories, and one is no better than the other. One of my favorite
memories, though, is when Mrs. Burda did her AMAZING witch cackle in class. She scared half the other class after I
asked her to many times during that week. It was so funny to watch half the class jump and the other half either laugh
or stare at Mrs. Burda in shock. That is a day I will never forget.
Will Blanchard; Cross-Country, Hockey, and Track with the guys.
Zoe Sprout; Playing softball in Disney World my sophomore year and all eight dances with Sam Caravello.
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We All Have Closetss, continued from page 1.
After a few friends, it took me quite some time to come out to the rest of
the world.
It was over a year before I told my parents, and another six
months before I told my sister. I only told my extended family three
months ago. My life of fear—a fear of being discovered, a fear of having
that hard conversation, a fear of not being accepted—was invariably
chipping at my sides. I felt the world closing in on me every time I ran
away from the hard conversations I needed to have. But with every
coming out, the world got lighter. With every truth told, every closet door
broken down, I felt a cliché weight lifted off of my chest.
Interestingly, I found that the same dread I suffered coming out,
I had under gone telling my middle school teachers my father had cancer.
And then it hit me that the two really weren’t that different; they were
both hard conversations. As Ash Beckham puts it, “We all have closets.
Your closet might be telling a girl you love her for the first time, or telling
someone that you’re pregnant, or telling someone you have cancer… or
any of the other hard conversations we have throughout our lives. All
a closet is, is a hard conversation.” Universally, we all come out of the
closet. In the end, human nature leads us all to confront a problem and to
have a hard, scary, yet necessary conversation.
Human nature also prompts us to compare our strifes—our
closets. I’ve lived in and out of my closet with its “rainbow colored
walls.” Yet, “inside, in the dark, you can’t tell what color the walls are.
You just know what it feels like to live in a closet. So really, my closet is
no different than yours, or yours, or yours.” I can try and tell you why my
coming out as a gay teen was harder than saying you had to go bankrupt,
but “hard is not relative. Hard is hard.” None of us can say admitting
you cheated on your boyfriend is easier then admitting you cheated on a
test. And none of us can say the conversation with your child about your
divorce is harder than telling your loved one you have breast cancer. We
all try to categorize and box the world around us. It is human nature, and
a way to try and understand our world. However, each and every one of
us has, at some point, lived in a closet, and it has always been hard.
As we seniors move on in the world and new freshmen come
through Memorial’s doors for the first time, I’d like to leave some advice
about finding a way out of our closets. Note, these are in a somewhat
“rainbow lense,” but they apply to all closets.
First, “Be Authentic.” If you want the world to truly understand
you, you must audaciously, uninhibitedly be yourself. You can’t expect
someone to be real with you, unless they know you bleed, too.
Second, “Be Direct.” Don’t say maybe. If you tell your parents
you might be gay or your friend you might have cancer, they will hold
onto that “maybe” as strong as they can, and it will be hard to take it
away from them. Don’t tantalize with a sense of false hope.
Third, “Be Unapologetic.” You’ve come out of the closet; don’t go
back in now. The closet will always seem safer than what is on the other
side, but never apologize for speaking your truth, never allow yourself
back in.
So the next time you find yourself “staring out of the keyhole”
of your pitch dark closet, no matter if it’s painted rainbow or not, know
we have all been there before. Your closet is never harder or easier than
mine to bust open. But also note, there are others looking through their
keyholes waiting for someone to come out of their closet first. Be that
person. Show the world we are bigger than our closets.

By Jeremy Gottlieb
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Farewell Seniors

This is the 5th Senior Issue that the
Sword & Shield has put together.
Each year seems to get a little easier,
but it’s a huge undertaking, especially for the senior editors. Monika and
Idris did an amazing job this year
leading the way to keeping the school
newspaper relevent and entertaining.
They amazed me keeping their commitment burning strong throughout
the full year even in the midst of all
that they do-- and they do a lot!
The goal is to get the news out to as
many as possible. The paper continues to be completely student run, as a
voice for all the students at JMMHS.
The staff did a great job this year
trying to focus on the important issues in our community, but it wasn’t
always easy. I would like to offer
a special thanks to the editors who
took their role seriously and did their
jobs all year long!
While we enjoy all the misty water-colored memories of the class of
2014, I encourage all of the underclassman reading to get involved-write, draw, take photos, or help with
layout. The Sword & Shield needs
you. I find it is often the same kids
who juggle sports, clubs, and musical
responsibilities doing all the work. If
you have some free time, please join
us! We meet weekly, produce a paper
monthly. Untill next year, happy
Summer! --TPF

Jane Zhang, David Cao, Sadhana
Pitalla, Ryan Bruesewitz, Nathan
Wang, Jeremy Gottlieb, Cassidy
Nelson, Monika Ford, Idris Boukahil, and Jeremy Gartland

